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Abstract

Lattice-based cryptography is arguably the most popular paradigm for cryptographic prim-

itives designed to maintain data security in the age of quantum computers. One prevalent

component of these primitives is the Gaussian sampler - a random number generator produc-

ing Gaussian-distributed values. The work in this thesis aims to explore candidate algorithms

for the secure sampling of Gaussian distributions with high standard deviation.

The sampling methods chosen for this research are all well-suited to producing wide

distributions, in that their complexities do not grow with the standard deviation. Three new

sampling algorithms are proposed, securing such methods by drawing on both novel solutions

and common cryptographic techniques. All constructions in this thesis are designed to enable

arbitrary precision, in blocks of 64 bits.

This thesis aims to develop algorithms for Gaussian sampling which are robust against

side-channel analysis. Side-channel vulnerabilities consist of physical properties of the

device on which the algorithms are being executed. These can include power and voltage

measurements, or just the timing of the algorithms. When these measurements can be made

during an algorithm’s execution, any variation in these which are dependent on secret data

can leak information. Thus, this thesis aims to construct algorithms which run in constant

time or minimise these variations.

The first method discussed is the Ziggurat, a fast and lightweight rejection sampler which

uses rectangular boxes to minimise calls to the Gaussian function. This method samples from

the discrete Gaussian distribution and is the only discrete sampler able to reach high standard
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deviation with no additional performance or memory costs. To address the information

leakage through side channels in this sampler, a constant-time, fixed-point algorithm to

evaluate the Gaussian function was constructed. Then, further work was conducted to adjust

the Ziggurat algorithm to eliminate immediate value leakage from timing. Two timing paths

remain, which is the best a rejection sampler can be expected to have, but they now each

have a probability distribution over the entire range of output values. The resulting Ziggurat

design is better-suited for use with side-channel countermeasures and retains its competitive

performance and memory profile.

The second and third contributions involve secure sampling algorithms for rounded,

continuous Gaussian distributions, shown to be provably secure for use in lattice-based

signatures. Both of these make use of the Box-Muller sampling algorithm, which utilises an

inverse Gaussian transformation from uniform random values to standard normal random

values. Wider distributions can be achieved by multiplying each sample by the standard

deviation. Numerous methods exist for evaluating the transcendental functions required by

the Box-Muller sampler. This thesis proposes two algorithms for these evaluations and makes

novel adjustments to ensure the security of their implementation.

The first Box-Muller algorithm is computed using the CORDIC family of algorithms,

which use coordinate rotations to calculate the transcendental functions. These are lightweight

algorithms and are well-studied, outside of lattice-based cryptography. There is, hence, a

plethora of literature offering ways of reducing run-time and parallelising the algorithm.

The CORDIC family also ports to hardware efficiently, in that the use of a multiplication

operation is not required and circuit space is saved. The second significant contribution

of this thesis is the closing of side-channel vulnerabilities in the CORDIC algorithm for

Box-Muller sampling. Side-channel countermeasures are not required for this sampler, as it

is designed to be secure against conventional side-channel attacks on its own.
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The second Box-Muller algorithm evaluates the constituent functions by polynomial

approximation. For this, a separate algorithm to find the best polynomial approximations,

known as the Remez algorithm, was constructed. Remez polynomials are of the interpolating

kind and can be found for the entire domain of the function, or for several splines over the

domain, whereby the degree of polynomial required can be reduced. Polynomials can be

evaluated in constant-time with fixed-point precision trivially and over splines. Resulting

from this work is a side-channel-secure method of sampling, with a time-memory trade-off

which is capable of outperforming the current state-of-the-art secure samplers.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The modern world has become dependent on its technological advances. It is a trend

seen since antiquity, spurring our evolution, changing our behaviour and environment, but

ultimately locking us in to a new way of life. Arguably, the most dramatic developments

began to occur around 1600, with the agricultural revolution. After this period, the onset

of new revolutions became ever more frequent, with the first industrial revolution in 1780,

the second industrial revolution in 1870, the scientific-technical revolution in 1940 and the

information and communications revolution in 1975.

This last one, the digital revolution, has shaped humanity’s efforts to build and maintain

society beyond anything that has come before. It has been incorporated into the products of

previous innovations, increasing the efficiency and efficacy of all the technological revolu-

tions. It has grown and changed us so rapidly that we are still unsure of its psychological,

behavioural and societal impacts, good and bad.

The positive impacts are plain to see in the convenience and speed with which we live our

daily lives. The negatives we face, however, are stark and concerning: invasion of privacy at

a scale previously unseen, the fast and wide propagation of misinformation and damaging
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ideology, cyber warfare and declining mental health due to social media, to name a few.

We are only now beginning to realise that we must build this new technology in a way that

minimises this harm, as it is simply not an option to go back.

Because it benefited the commercial aspect of this technology, the earliest efforts to

address any of these problems were geared towards privacy and its parallel, security. Algo-

rithms, protocols and standards were built to ensure that information could be transmitted

and received with ensured authenticity, integrity and confidentiality. This is to say that it can

be ensured that the information came from the expected party, that the information has not

been changed and that no third party can have seen, or understood, the information.

However, just like these technologies marched on despite their numerous and varied

detriments, so too does another, newer innovation: quantum computing. Near the end of the

Twentieth Century, Peter Shor published a paper which promised to end security and privacy,

as it is currently known, if a viable quantum computer ever comes to fruition [Sho97]. The

algorithm he presented could factorise products of large primes in polynomial time, breaking

a key component of public-key cryptographic infrastructure known as RSA [RSA78] and the

Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA) [Kra93]. Catastrophically, the algorithm also solved the

discrete logarithm problem underlying RSA’s alternative for public-key cryptography, known

as Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) [Kob87, Mil86], and hence the Elliptic Curve Digital

Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) [JMV01].

Given the early adoption of a dutiful response to security and privacy, the research

communities in these areas immediately began work on a new generation of algorithms for

public-key cryptography. It is, perhaps, one of the only examples of proactively addressing

a revolution’s detriment, before its onset, in human history, and the pursuit became known

as quantum-resistant, quantum-safe, or post-quantum cryptography (PQC). Fortunately for

these communities, the realisation of functional quantum computers has proven difficult, with
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the fragile quantum states of superposition and entanglement being lost by tiny amounts of

radiation, electromagnetic fields and thermal disturbances, a process known as decoherence.

Regardless of the difficulty, and in typical human fashion, governments and private

companies the world over race to pioneer this technology with the potential to end our way of

life. For example, the UK Government has invested millions of pounds into the development

of a fully functional quantum machine [Gov20]. The Government of the United States of

America has it written into law that efforts must be accelerated for it to become a leading

nation in quantum technologies [Sen18].

Alongside these efforts are numerous research projects worldwide, attempting to build

the cryptographic systems which will enable a seamless transition into the quantum age.

These include Universities, companies such as Google, IBM and Microsoft, governments

and standardisation bodies. Much of the current focus of the research community has been

on the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standardisation initiative for

post-quantum cryptographic primitives [AASA+20].

NIST’s current view is that the most promising paradigm for post-quantum primitives,

such as public-key encryption (PKE), key-encapsulation mechanisms (KEM) and digital

signature schemes (DSS), is that of lattice-based cryptography (LBC). This thesis addresses

the specific component of Gaussian sampling in LBC. The following are the paradigms of

PQC.

• lattice-based: This paradigm is proving to be the most successful avenue of exploration

into post-quantum primitives, as can be seen in the NIST standardisation initiative in

which the majority of finalists are lattice-based. Although mathematical lattices have

previously been used in cryptanalysis, the first proposal of cryptographic schemes using

lattices appeared in the 1996 work of Ajtai [Ajt96]. Several hard problems suitable

for cryptographic purposes exist on lattices. These hard problems, e.g. the shortest

vector problem (SVP) and the closest vector problem (CVP), are generally used in the
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proofs of security, as opposed to directly forming the basis of cryptographic schemes.

The Ajtai paper reduces the short integer solutions (SIS) problem to a variation of SVP,

and it is this which is used for some cryptosystems. Another problem used in LBC is

the learning with errors (LWE) problem, proposed by Regev [Reg05] in 2009. This

problem reduces to another variation of SVP, amongst others.

The SIS and LWE problems are hard under the assumptions that the underlying

lattice problems are hard. They enable easier construction of one-way functions and

cryptographic primitives than the lattice problems. However, to enable better security

parameters, efficiency and key and message sizes, variations of the problems involving

rings and modules have been proposed. Section 2.2 discusses the details of LBC

further.

• Code-based: This model of cryptography is based on the error-correcting codes inher-

ent in many computer systems and information technologies, to enable the transmission

of data over unreliable or noisy channels. In their original setting, a good code is one

which is carefully chosen so that the message can be reconstructed, given a limited

number of errors. A randomly chosen code is not an optimal choice in this setting. In

cryptography, however, the reverse is true and codes are chosen so that the message

cannot be reconstructed without knowledge of secret information. A random code is

usually better in this instance.

Code-based cryptography is the paradigm underlying one of the NIST finalists, namely

the classic McEliece key-encapsulation mechanism [BCL+17]. Two of the alternative

candidates chosen for the third and final round of the competition are also code-based.

These are the BIKE [ABB+19] and HQC [MAB+] key encapsulation mechanisms.

NIST claims that code-based schemes are generally out-performed by lattice-based

schemes, although classic McEliece produces the smallest ciphertext out of any key-
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encapsulation mechanism. McEliece was constructed earlier than any other scheme up

for consideration for PQC.

• Multivariate-based: These schemes are based on the hardness of solving non-linear

equations over a finite field. The public key consists of mappings which are usually a

set of quadratic equations. Several systems deploying this paradigm have been broken,

although one scheme has made it into the NIST final round: the Rainbow DSS [DS05].

This scheme has fast signing and verification, but large public keys. It has also been

exposed to more cryptanalytic techniques than some of the other signature schemes.

A further scheme has been selected as an alternative candidate for the final round,

the GeMSS signature scheme [CFMR+17]. Some of the problems with this scheme

include very large public keys and slow signing algorithms. However, it does have the

smallest signature sizes of any DSS in the competition and its underlying problem is

well studied.

• Hash-based: These systems are built around the security of the hash function, an

important component of most existing DSSs. As a result, they are only seen in DSS

constructions. Hash-based schemes combine a one-time signature scheme, capable

of signing just one message, with a hash tree. As the signatures of one-time schemes

reveal part of the signing key, a secure hash function is used to prevent this in the

composite scheme. Two hash-based DSSs have been selected as alternative candidates

for the final round of the NIST competition. The first is the PICNIC DSS by Microsoft

[CDG+17]. This scheme has a modular design and utilises interchangeable base

primitives - a hash function and block cipher. Therefore its performance profile is

dependent upon the choice of such primitives. The second is SPHINCS+ [BHK+19],

which has strong security assumptions, but is quite slow with large signatures.
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• Isogeny-based: Analogous to the original Diffie-Hellman key-exchange, this class of

KEM involves random walks on graphs whose vertices represent a class of elliptic

curves, known as supersingular elliptic curves. It is a newer and less-studied paradigm

for public-key cryptography. Its performance profile and underlying security assump-

tions may require more research, but it does already come with the smallest key sizes

out of any class of public-key cryptographic algorithms. One scheme deploying this

class of algorithms has been chosen as an alternative candidate for the final round of

the NIST competition, namely the SIKE KEM [ACC+17], which also has the property

of having small ciphertext sizes.

The lattice-based schemes, which are the focus of this thesis, account for three out of

four PKE/KEM schemes and two out of three DSSs chosen as finalists for the third round

of the NIST competition. A further two LBC PKE/KEMs have been chosen as alternative

candidates.

The more precise focus of this thesis pertains to a single component of the lattice-based

schemes, which has grown in controversy due to a number of side-channel security issues:

Gaussian sampling. These issues are compounded by the obstacles presented in mitigating

them both securely and efficiently. Gaussian sampling involves the generation of random

numbers which are distributed according to a Gaussian distribution. The Gaussian sampling

component takes uniform random numbers and converts them to Gaussian samples. This

process is vulnerable to side-channel attacks.

Side-channel vulnerabilities pertain to information which is leaked from the execution

of an otherwise secure cryptographic algorithm. The source of the leakage is normally

a physical property of the device, such as power consumption or voltage in hardware, or

cache and timing analysis in software. The following chapters aim to address these issues

in the Gaussian sampling component of LBC schemes, providing a collection of novel
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algorithms aimed at large standard deviations, which are used primarily in lattice-based

signature algorithms.

1.2 Objectives

The thesis aims to provide a collection of novel algorithms for software implementations

of secure Gaussian sampling for LBC. Particularly, they are targeted at lattice-based DSSs,

usually requiring higher values of the standard deviation parameter. These higher standard

deviations often require more performance and memory overhead from the sampling al-

gorithms, so the approach taken here is to investigate algorithms for which this overhead

is minimal. In fact, the algorithms investigated require no overhead in performance when

scaling to higher standard deviations. It is also pertinent to study algorithms which come

with a time/memory trade-off, to offer versatility in use-cases and applications.

The side-channel vulnerabilities of existing sampling methods, the possible attacks on

the sampling components and the techniques which can be deployed to counter them must

be considered. Novel algorithms must be built with consideration for the algorithmic and

language-specific idioms which may introduce points of exploitation through side-channels.

Existing methods can be used, in conjunction with novel approaches, to mitigate these.

It is a further objective that the algorithms are to be generic, i.e. containing no platform-

specific code, libraries or other dependencies. This will allow compilation across many target

platforms and will require optimisation to be carried out for each target. For example, single

instruction, multiple data (SIMD) intrinsics can be applied to increase performance beyond

what the compiler is able to do. However, the implementation of algorithms using these

intrinsics limits the portability of the software to one CPU type.
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1.3 Contributions

Two sampling methods are investigated in this thesis, resulting in three distinct secure

samplers with a range of performance and memory profiles. These are the Ziggurat method

[MT00] and the Box-Muller method [BM58]. The former is a discrete Gaussian sampler

which is the conventional type of sampler for LBC. The latter is a continuous sampler

which is intended to be used in the context of rounding the samples to achieve the discrete

distribution. This has been shown to be secure by Hülsing et al. [HLS18].

The work of Buchmann et al. [BCG+13] made the Ziggurat discrete and hence applicable

to LBC. This work is built upon by securing the Ziggurat sampler with respect to information

leakage through the timing side channel. The Ziggurat sampler is ideal for use in schemes

requiring a large standard deviation, as the performance and memory consumption remain

the same with an increase in this parameter. The novel contributions of Chapter 3 are as

follows.

• Side-channel vulnerabilities in the Ziggurat method, not mentioned in the literature,

are highlighted and solutions are proposed for their mitigation. These include closing

timing side channels which explicitly leak sampled values with certainty.

• A novel algorithm for evaluating the Gaussian function in constant time is proposed.

This is the first such constant-time algorithm. The Gaussian function, and the overall

Ziggurat sampler, is a fixed-point algorithm built from 64-bit integers, using no division

or floating point arithmetic, written in ANSI C. The reference implementation achieves

similar performance to the original sampler by Buchmann et al.

• The amount of memory saved by using the algorithm presented in this thesis is

significant, compared with the original sampler by Buchmann et al.

• It is argued that the proposed sampler has sufficient resilience to physical timing attacks

to be considered for constrained devices (such as microcontrollers) and hardware
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implementations not making use of a caching system, as well as for software systems

with the addition of side-channel countermeasures.

The Box-Muller algorithm relies on evaluating the square root functions and the tran-

scendental functions cos, sin, and natural logarithm. The first method chosen for evaluating

these is the CORDIC family of algorithms, which arrive at the required result by rotating

coordinate vectors. Chapter 4 consists of the following novel contributions.

• A novel algorithm for sampling rounded Gaussians via the Box Muller method, in-

cluding proposals for the memory-sequential and constant-time evaluation of the

transcendental functions involved. The method chosen is the CORDIC family of

algorithms and all Box-Muller functions are implemented with this set of algorithms.

• The CORDIC algorithm is modified to carry out secure evaluation of the target func-

tions, while maintaining a practical level of efficiency and a lightweight memory

profile.

• All logic and subroutines of the CORDIC algorithms are constructed from scratch

using novel techniques for the constant-time and sequential execution of the algorithms.

For example, conditionally clockwise or anti-clockwise rotation of vectors is carried

out by using integer overflow and the two’s complement.

• The proposed Box-Muller/CORDIC algorithm samples distributions with large stan-

dard deviation and arbitrary centre with no overhead. This is in contrast to the state-

of-the-art, the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters sampler, which requires complicated

convolution techniques and significant overhead. This is of particular benefit for

schemes which require varying standard deviations and centres, as the proposed sam-

pler only needs to multiply by the standard deviation and add the centre, whereas the

state-of-the-art sampler needs multiple instances of the base sampler and convolution

steps, which increases the code size.
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With the Box-Muller sampler proven to be a practical sampling method for side-channel-

resistant sampling in Chapter 4, the contributions of Chapter 5 consist of improving its

performance. Rather than optimising the CORDIC algorithm further, this chapter evaluates

the Box-Muller functions using a different method, i.e polynomials obtained from the Remez

algorithm, which utilises results from approximation theory to find an optimal polynomial

approximation to a given function. One benefit of this is that two different algorithms have

been proposed for each Box-Muller function, which can be used interchangeably to offer a

time-memory trade-off. The contributions of Chapter 5 are:

• A novel algorithm for sampling rounded Gaussians via the Box Muller method using

optimal polynomials to evaluate the transcendental functions.

• The proposed use of the Remez algorithm (constructed in Python) to allow the cal-

culation of the polynomial coefficients for all the Box-Muller functions to arbitrary

precision. The Remez algorithm also allows for approximating polynomials to be ob-

tained over arbitrary intervals of the function. The polynomials obtained are guaranteed

to be optimal by functional analysis and approximation theory.

• Several configurations of the polynomial Box-Muller sampler are proposed and a

time-memory trade-off is achieved using splines, i.e. the partitioning of the function

domain into intervals each with its own polynomial approximation. This results in

more polynomial coefficients being stored, but a lower degree of polynomial required

to approximate the function to a given precision and hence an increase in performance.

• The performance and memory profiles of the sampler configurations are investigated.

The sampler improves upon the work in Chapter 4 by allowing faster execution

of the Box-Muller algorithm without compromising security and maintaining the

advantageous properties of that chapter’s work. It is also more flexible because of the

time-memory trade-off which is considerably fine-grained. The results of this chapter
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show that the Box-Muller method is a competitive option for secure Gaussian sampling

in LBC.

• The fastest execution of the Box-Muller algorithm without compromising security. It

is also more flexible than state-of-the-art because of the time-memory trade-off (from

using splines) which is considerably fine-grained. The results of this chapter show that

the Box-Muller method is a competitive option for secure Gaussian sampling in LBC.

1.4 Organisation of Thesis

The thesis is organised as follows.

Chapter 2 introduces the reader to preliminary topics required for the understanding of the

work which follows it. It also provides contextual information of relevance to the research.

Section 2.1 outlines important mathematical concepts, notation and symbols used throughout

the remainder of the thesis. The field of LBC is introduced in Section 2.2, where a broad but

mathematical account is given, along with discussion of the relevance of Gaussian sampling

to the field. In Section 2.3, various existing algorithms for Gaussian sampling are presented.

The state-of-the-art in secure Gaussian sampling for LBC is discussed in Section 2.4. The

chapter concludes with an account of the side-channel security issues surrounding Gaussian

sampling in LBC.

Section 2.6 details several algorithms used throughout the main bodies of research.

Some of these algorithms are widely known to cryptographers, whereas some have been

designed as part of this work. They are routines which utilise techniques for securely

implementing operations which would otherwise cause timing, memory and other side-

channel vulnerabilities. The fixed-point, constant-time arithmetic functions are presented in

Section 2.6.1, followed by the comparative routines in Section 2.6.2. Finally, the method of

implementing conditional paths is discussed in Section 2.6.3.
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The remaining chapters build on these to present the novel contributions to secure

Gaussian sampling in LBC. The Ziggurat sampler, modified to eliminate immediate value

leakage, is contained in Chapter 3. The chapter is introduced in Section 3.1 and the Ziggurat

sampling method is outlined in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 details the novel contributions of

this chapter, including the first description of vulnerabilities in the Ziggurat sampler and

the design of a more secure sampler in Section 3.3.1, followed by the proposal of a secure

exponential/Gaussian function in Section 3.3.2. The performance results are presented in

Section 3.4 along with a discussion on the contextualisation of the sampler.

The Box-Muller algorithm using the CORDIC family of algorithms is presented in

Chapter 4. The chapter is introduced in Section 4.1 and the CORDIC architecture is intro-

duced in Section 4.2. The novel contributions of this chapter are the secure variant of the

CORDIC algorithms used to implement the Box-Muller sampling method and are described

in Section 4.3. The performance results of the sampler are discussed in Section 4.4 and it is

compared with the state-of-the-art.

Chapter 5 describes the Box-Muller algorithm implemented with Remez interpolating

polynomials. The chapter is introduced in Section 5.1. The background theory of Remez

polynomial interpolation is outlined in Sections 5.2 to 5.4 and the Remez algorithm used to

obtain the Box-Muller approximating polynomials is described in Appendix A. The use of

these polynomials to construct a sampler is detailed in Section 5.5. The performance results

are discussed in Section 5.6 and the sampler is compared with the state-of-the-art.

The final remarks of the thesis are made in Chapter 6. Here, the contributions of the

thesis are summarised and possibilities for future research are outlined.



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 Mathematical Background and Notation

Notation The symbols R, Z and N denote the set of real numbers, the set of integers and

the set of natural numbers respectively. Any of these raised to some n ∈ N, for example

Rn, indicates the set of all tuples (usually vectors) with elements in that set. A vector bbb is

written in lowercase bold font and a matrix BBB is written in uppercase bold. The shorthand

{xi}n
i=a

def
= {xi : i ∈ Z,a≤ i≤ n} is used. If x is sampled from a distribution χ , it is written

x $← χ . The uniform distribution on the interval (a,b) is written U(a,b).

The set of continuous functions on an interval [a,b] is denoted C[a,b]. The set of

polynomials of degree n is written as Pn. Note that Pn ∈ C[a,b]. The smallest linear subspace

containing a set S ⊂ Rn is known as the linear span of S, denoted span(S). The dimension

of the linear span of such a set S is denoted by dim(S) def
= dim(span(S)). The n-dimensional

volume of S is written voln(S). The set of integers modulo some integer q is denoted by Zq.

When dealing with fixed-point representations of a number x, the fractional part is referred

to as xQ and the integer part as xZ. The same treatment is given to the results of expressions of

mixed numbers, where the expression is enclosed in parentheses and subscripted accordingly.

The approximate representation of a number y is denoted ȳ.
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Logic Operations In Chapter 3, the logic operations are denoted by the standard symbols

used in predicate logic. That is, for example, the and operation is denoted by ∧ and the

or operation is written as ∨. In Chapters 4 and 5 and Section 2.6, the logic operations are

given by the notation as would be written in a C program. For example the and, or and xor

operations are given by &, | and ∧, respectively.

Gaussian Distributions The Gaussian function ρσ ,c is defined as ρσ ,c(x) = exp(−(x−

c)2/2σ2) for all x ∈ R. The Gaussian function with c = 0 is written as ρσ . When σ = 1,

it is written as ρ . The continuous Gaussian distribution Dσ ,c is defined as the distribution

with a density function given by p(x) = ρσ ,c(x)/
∫

∞

−∞
ρσ ,c(x)dx = (1/

√
2π)ρσ ,c(x) for all

x ∈ R. The discrete Gaussian distribution (over the integers) DZ,σ ,c is defined as the

distribution with discrete probability function p(x) = ρσ ,c(x)/ρσ ,c(Z) for all x ∈ Z, where

ρσ ,c(Z) = ∑
∞
x=−∞ ρσ ,c(x) = 1+2∑

∞
x=1 ρσ ,c(x).

Other than the standard deviation, σ , and the mean, c, there are two critical parameters

used to describe a finitely computed Gaussian distribution. The first is the precision parameter,

λ , which governs the statistical distance between the finitely represented probabilities of the

sampled distribution and the theoretical Gaussian distribution with probabilities in R+.

The second is the tail-cut parameter, τ , which defines how much of the Gaussian distribu-

tion’s infinite tail can be truncated, for practical considerations. This factor multiplies the σ

parameter to give the maximum value which can be sampled, such that the support β is given

by β = {x | 0≤ x≤ ⌈τσ⌉}. The choice of λ and τ affects the security of LBC schemes, the

proofs of which are often based on the theoretical Gaussian distribution. The schemes come

with recommendations for these, for a given security level.

The parameters λ and τ are not independent of each other. Sampling to λ -bit precision

corresponds to sampling from a distribution whose probabilities differ by, at most, 2−λ . The

tail is usually cut off so as not to include those elements with combined probability mass
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below 2−λ . By the definition of the Gaussian function, this element occurs at the same factor,

τ , of σ . For 128-bit precision, τ = 13, and for 64-bit precision, τ = 9.2.

Taylor Series Approximation Any continuous, infinitely differentiable function f (x)

can be expanded as a Taylor series about the point a as Ta( f (x)) = ∑
∞
i=0( f (i)(a)/i!)(x−a)i,

where f (i) denotes the i-th derivative of f . An approximation can be made on a subset of

these functions, when the Taylor series converges. For an approximation with n terms, the

Taylor approximation is given by Tn,a( f (x)) = ∑
n−1
i=0 ( f (i)(a)/i!)(x− a)i. A useful bound

on the error function Rn(x) of this approximation is the Lagrange error bound which is

|Rn(x)| ≤ (|x−a|n/n!)max| f (n)(c)|. Here, max| f (n)(c)| is the maximum value of | f (n)(c)|

between x and c.

The exponential function, ex, expands as a Taylor series evaluated at zero, such that

ex = ∑
∞
i=0 xi/i!. When the term to be summed is < 2−λ , the function has been approximated

to λ bits. The Gaussian function, and its Taylor approximation, can be found by substitution

of x with the argument of the Gaussian function.

2.2 Lattice-Based Cryptography

This section gives a brief outline of the theory of lattices, their use in post-quantum cryptog-

raphy and the application of Gaussian sampling to LBC.

2.2.1 Lattices

A lattice L is a discrete additive subgroup of Rn. If dim(L) = n, the lattice is known as full-

rank, otherwise it is a k-rank lattice, where dim(L) = k. A lattice L⊂ Rn can be generated

by any set bbb1, . . . ,bbbk ∈ Rn of linearly independent vectors, where

L(bbb1, . . . ,bbbk)
def
=

{
k

∑
i=1

zibbbi : zi ∈ Z

}
. (2.1)
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The set bbb1, . . . ,bbbk is a basis for L and L(bbb1, . . . ,bbbk) can be read as the lattice generated

by this basis. The basis of a lattice is not unique, in fact there are infinitely many bases

which generate the same lattice. The basis is sometimes referred to in its matrix form

B= (bbb1, . . . ,bbbk), i.e. the matrix with the basis vectors as its columns.

The fundamental parallelepiped is an important construction in lattice theory. Although

the choice of basis vectors are not unique, the volume of the fundamental parallelepiped is

and thus is an invariant of the lattice. It is defined as follows,

P(B) def
=
{
Bxxx : xxx ∈ [0,1)k

}
. (2.2)

A set of linearly independent lattice vectors bbb1, . . . ,bbbk is a basis of the lattice if and only

if P(bbb1, . . . ,bbbk)∩L= {0}. Hence, if a parallelepiped formed by a selection of lattice vectors

contains any vector other than the zero vector, or origin, then those vectors do not form a

basis of L. The trivial lattice Z2 is shown in Figure 2.1, with two different bases and their

fundamental parallelepipeds.

The density of L in its ambient vector space span(L) is determined by the volume of

P(B). To get a measure of this, the following definition is made for the determinant of a

lattice det(L),

det(L) def
=
√

det(BTB). (2.3)

For the special case of a full-rank lattice, where k = n, the determinant is given by det(L) =

|det(B)|.

To see that det(L) gives volk(P(B)), let OOO ∈ Rn×k be an orthogonal matrix whose

columns form a basis for span(L). When acting on vectors of span(L), this matrix and its

transpose preserve distances and volumes and hence volk(OOOTP(B)) = volk(OOOTB[0,1)k) =

volk(P(B)). As OOOTB is a k×k matrix, volk(OOOTB[0,1)k) = |detOOOTB|volk[0,1)k = |detOOOTB|.

Then det(OOOTB)2 = det(BT OOOOOOTB) = det(BTB) = det(L)2.
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Fig. 2.1 Two different bases, {(1,0),(0,1)} and {(1,1),(1,2)}, and their fundamental paral-
lelepipeds, each of equal volume. The bases form the same lattice, Z2.

Another useful indicator of the density of a lattice in its vector space is that of the

minimum distance, or shortest vector, λ1(L) of a lattice. This is defined by

λ1(L)
def
= min

0̸=vvv∈L
∥vvv∥. (2.4)

The generalisation of this distance is the i-th successive minima, defined by

λi(L)
def
= min{r : L contains i linearly independent vectors of length≤ r} . (2.5)

The dual lattice L∗ of a lattice L is an important concept in LBC. It is used to prove

various important theoretical properties of a lattice, aiding in the construction of cryptographic

primitives with proofs of security. It is defined as

L∗ = {xxx ∈ span(L) : <xxx,yyy>∈ Z, ∀yyy ∈ L} . (2.6)

As the name suggests, the dual lattice is itself a lattice. It is the lattice comprised of

vectors which form integer inner products with the vectors in the original lattice.
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2.2.2 Problems over Lattices

There exist several hard problems involving lattices and their variations are summarised in

the following bullet points. For this, the distance d between a vector x ∈ Rn and the lattice L

is defined by

d(λ ,xxx) = inf
yyy∈L

(∥xxx− yyy∥). (2.7)

This can be interpreted as the shortest distance from xxx to a lattice point.

• SHORTEST VECTOR PROBLEM. Given a basis B of a lattice L⊂ Rn:

– SVP - Shortest Vector Problem: Find some vvv ∈ L such that ∥vvv∥= λ1(L).

– α-SVP - Approximate Shortest Vector Problem: Find some vvv ∈ L\{0} such that

∥vvv∥ ≤ α ·λ1(L).

– r-HermiteSVP - Hermite Approximate Shortest Vector Problem: Find some

vvv ∈ L\{0} such that ∥vvv∥ ≤ r ·det(L)1/n.

• CLOSEST VECTOR PROBLEM. Given a basis B of a lattice L ⊂ Rn and a target

t ∈ span(B).

– CVP - Closest Vector Problem: Find a vvv ∈ L such that ∥vvv− ttt∥ is minimised, i.e.

∥vvv− ttt∥= d(L, ttt).

– α-CVP - Approximate Closest Vector Problem (relative): Find a vvv ∈ L such that

∥vvv− ttt∥ ≤ α ·d(L, ttt).

– r-AbsCVP - Approximate Closest Vector Problem (absolute): Find a vvv ∈ L such

that ∥vvv− ttt∥< r.

• BOUNDED DISTANCE DECODING PROBLEM. Given a basis B of a lattice L⊂ Rn

and a target t ∈ span(B). Let r ≤ 1
2λ1(L) and α < 1

2 .
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– r-AbsBDD - r-Approximate Bounded Distance Decoding (absolute): Find the

unique vvv ∈ L such that ∥vvv− ttt∥< r, given the promise that d(L, ttt)≤ r.

– α-BDD - α-Approximate Bounded Distance Decoding (relative): Find the unique

vvv ∈ L such that ∥vvv− ttt∥ ≤ α ·λ1(L), given the promise that d(L, ttt)≤ α ·λ1(L).

The larger the factors α and r in SVP and CVP, the easier the approximate variations of

the problems become. The exact SVP and CVP are their approximate versions with α = 1.

The BDD variants are simply the respective approximate CVP variants with a promise that

the target ttt is very close to the lattice. The BDD variants differ to CVP by the fact that the

problems become easier when the approximation factor increases.

These are some of the problems on lattices which have been proven to be hard. It was

shown that α-CVP is NP-hard in [ABSS93, DKRS03], i.e. at least as hard as the hardest

problems in NP, the class of decision problems solvable in polynomial time by a non-

deterministic Turing machine. The α-SVP was reduced to this problem [Hen97, GMSS99],

meaning it is at least as hard.

However, building cryptographic systems around these problems proves to be difficult

when it comes to formal proofs of security, mostly because they are required to be built

around worst-case assumptions of the problem. Two problems exist, with variations, which

reduce in the average case to worst-case lattice problems [Ajt96, MR04, Reg05], enabling

schemes to be more easily constructed with proofs of security. These are the Short Integer

Solutions (SIS) problem and the Learning with Errors (LWE) problem, described here.

• SIS - SHORT INTEGER SOLUTIONS PROBLEM: Let AAA ∈ Zn×m
q consisting of m column

vectors aaai ∈ Zn
q. Find a non-zero vector xxx ∈ Zm such that ∥xxx∥< β and AAAxxx = 000 mod q.

• LWE - LEARNING WITH ERRORS PROBLEM: For positive integers m, q and n, let

AAA∈Zn×m
q be a uniformly random matrix and eee∈Zm

q be sampled from some distribution

D. Find sss ∈ Zn
q from the system of equations AAAsss+ eee = bbb.
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Variants of these problems have been constructed where rings and modules replace Z

[LM06, LPR10, LPR13], to aid in performance metrics regarding cryptographic schemes.

These have also been reduced, to assert their hardness based on the standard lattice problems.

Several of the papers on these problems attempt to address quantum security, which may be

premature due to the fact that the full power of quantum computers should only be revealed

once a practical one has been built. Therefore, there is no concrete definition of quantum

security at the current time. However, the results show that, with the current understanding

of a quantum computer’s capabilities, these problems remain hard. Side-channel attacks and

vulnerabilities, which are the focus of this thesis, are entirely in the domain of conventional

computing.

2.2.3 Gaussian Sampling in LBC

Gaussian distributions have been used in the mathematical theory of lattices to prove several

transference theorems, relating properties of a lattice with similar properties of its dual lattice

[Ban93, Ban95]. They have also found use in gaining tighter bounds on the complexities

of numerous lattice problems [AR03, AR05]. In contrast, Gaussian sampling has been

used to solve lattice problems like SVP and CVP faster than any other method [ADRSD15,

ADSD15].

For Gaussians to be applied to multidimensional lattices, the Gaussian function described

in Section 2.1 must be extended to greater than one dimension. The standard deviation σ

becomes a positive, semi-definite matrix ΣΣΣ ∈ Rn×n, known as the covariance matrix, and the

center c becomes a vector ccc ∈ Rn. Then, the multidimensional Gaussian function becomes

ρ√
ΣΣΣ,ccc(xxx) = e−

1
2 (xxx−ccc)Σ−1(xxx−ccc)T

. (2.8)

The continuous multidimensional Gaussian distribution on Rn, denoted DRn,
√

ΣΣΣ,ccc, is that

with probability density function
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pRn,
√

ΣΣΣ,ccc(xxx) =
ρΣΣΣ,ccc√

det(ΣΣΣ) · (2π)n/2
, (2.9)

for all xxx ∈ Rn. The denominator is the result of the multidimensional Gaussian integral over

all Rn. Similarly, the discrete multidimensional Gaussian distribution (over the integers) is

that with a probability mass function

pZn,
√

ΣΣΣ,ccc(xxx) =
ρ√

ΣΣΣ,ccc(xxx)

ρ√
ΣΣΣ,ccc(Zn)

, (2.10)

where ρ√
ΣΣΣ,ccc(Z

n) = ∑vvv∈Zn ρ√
ΣΣΣ,ccc(vvv).

The discrete multidimensional Gaussian distribution over the integers is a particular case

of a Gaussian over a lattice. The general case of this has probability mass function given by

p
L,
√

ΣΣΣ,ccc(xxx) =
ρ√

ΣΣΣ,ccc(xxx)

ρ√
ΣΣΣ,ccc(L)

, (2.11)

where ρ√
ΣΣΣ,ccc(L) = ∑vvv∈Lρ√

ΣΣΣ,ccc(vvv).

The spherical Gaussian distribution, with non-interacting dimensions, is a multidimen-

sional distribution with ΣΣΣ = σ2 · IIIn, where IIIn is the n× n identity matrix, and where the

Gaussian function can be written

ρσ ,ccc(xxx) = e−
∥xxx−ccc∥2

2σ2 . (2.12)

The
√

det(ΣΣΣ) term in the normalising denominator of Equation (2.9) can then be replaced

with σn. Again, the c can be dropped when centered on 0 and the dimensionality inferred

from the argument.

An important result on Gaussians over lattices is that of Micciancio and Regev [MR04]

who proposed the smoothing parameter ηε(L). This parameter has found several applications

in LBC, including problem reductions, proofs of security and to instantiate Gaussian sampling
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as a component of lattice-based primitives. In what follows, spherical Gaussians can be

assumed and the variable s =
√

2πσ is introduced. This substitution simplifies the result of

the Gaussian integral as sn. The smoothing parameter is defined as such:

Smoothing parameter - The smoothing parameter ηε(L) is the smallest real s > 0 such

that ρ1/s(L
∗\000) ≤ ε for real ε > 0. Explained differently, the smoothing parameter is the

smallest s such that a Gaussian measure on the dual lattice L∗ with parameter 1/s gives all

but a negligible amount of its weight to the origin.

The smoothing parameter relates several quantities of a lattice with the respective quantity

of its dual. For any n-dimensional lattice L, the following two relationships hold:

η2−n(L)≤
√

n
λ1(L∗)

(2.13)

and

ηε(L)≤
√

ln(2n(1+1/ε))

π
·λn(L). (2.14)

Another important quality of the smoothing parameter is that for any s > 0, ccc ∈ Rn

and lattice L(B), the statistical distance between DRn,s,ccc mod (P(B)) and the uniform

distribution U over P(B) is at most 1
2ρ1/s(L(B)\{000}). Particularly, for any ε > 0 and any

s≥ ηε(B), the statistical distance is at most

∆
(
DRn,s,ccc mod (P(B)), U(P(B))

)
≤ ε

2
. (2.15)

The probability density function Y (xxx) of DRn,s,cccmod (P(B)) is given by Y (xxx)=∑yyy∈L(B)ρRn,s,ccc(xxx+

yyy). The parameters σ and s, when applied to discrete Gaussian distributions, influence the

standard deviations of the distributions, but they are not exactly equal to them. However,

when the σ parameter is greater than or equal to the smoothing parameter ηε , it can be shown

that it is approximately equal to the standard deviation to a good degree.
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The first use of Gaussian sampling as an algorithmic component of a cryptographic

primitive was in the so-called GPV scheme [GPV08]. This scheme was constructed to be

resilient to attacks [NR06] that had previously been made against the signature schemes

GGH [GGH97] and NTRUSign [HHGP+03]. To understand these schemes at a high level,

consider a good lattice basis as one whose vectors are short and close to orthogonal. Then, a

bad basis is one whose vectors are long and far from orthogonal. Taking GGH as an example,

its method can be outlined as follows:

• Sign

– Hash the message to a random vector mmm.

– Using the good basis (the private key), find a lattice vector sss ∈ L (the signature)

which is close to mmm.

• Verify

– Verify that sss ∈ L using the bad basis (the public key).

– Verify that mmm is close to sss.

This scheme relies on the fact that the good basis is secret, that it is hard to find a good

basis from a bad basis and that it is hard to find the closest vector given only a bad basis.

Hence, it relies on the hardness of the closest vector problem to ensure an attacker cannot

forge a signature from the public key. The closest vector can be found from a good basis

using algorithms such as Babai’s nearest plane and round-off algorithms [Bab85].

Each signature (sss,mmm) leaks information about the good basis because the vector sss−mmm

always lies in the fundamental parallelepiped spanned by the good basis. Hence, the more

signatures collected by an attacker, the better a representation of the good basis they have.

This structure of the GGH signature scheme is shared with the NTRUSign scheme and both

were broken by Nguyen and Regev [NR06] by learning the parallelepiped.
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The parallelepiped attack prompted the use of Gaussian sampling in LBC. By randomising

the algorithm, the vector sss−mmm can be made independent of the good basis. To sample points

around a lattice so that the total distribution is uniform, they must be drawn from a Gaussian

distribution of standard deviation determined by the smoothing parameter. This is the

approach taken by the GPV scheme [GPV08] and many subsequent schemes. Gaussian

sampling continued as a main component in schemes whose underlying problems are LWE

and SIS.

2.3 Gaussian Sampling Methods

This section describes a selection of Gaussian sampling methods. They can be categorised as

rejection, inversion, transformation and random walk samplers. Rejection samplers sample

two uniform numbers and one is compared with the value of the distribution’s probability

function evaluated at the other sample. If the former sample is less-than-or-equal-to the

probability function, the latter sample is accepted as the Gaussian sample, otherwise it is

rejected and the process begins again. More often, a different distribution which can be

efficiently sampled from encloses the target distribution and rejection is performed in the

reduced area between the distributions. Examples of these are the Ziggurat sampler, outlined

in Section 3.2, and Bernoulli sampler, described in Section 2.3.2.

Inversion sampling takes a uniform number u and returns the largest x ∈ X such that

P(−∞ < X ,x) ≤ u. The method involves computing the cumulative distribution function,

which is the sum over all probabilities for discrete distributions and the integral over all

probabilities for continuous distributions. The Cumulative Distribution Tables (CDT) sampler

is an example of this type of sampling method and is described in Section 2.3.3.

Transformation sampling methods take uniform numbers and transform them to Gaussian

samples by deterministic computations. The fundamental way of doing this is to invert

the probability function and apply it to the uniformly-distributed values. The Box-Muller
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sampler is a transformation sampler and its transformation is derived in Section 2.3.1. It is

used as the basis for the work in Chapters 4 and 5.

The random walk method holds a binary tree in memory, where each branch of the tree

leads to either more branches or a terminal node. The tree is traversed by sampling boolean

values and choosing one of the branches accordingly. It is configured in such a way that the

terminal nodes are reached with the same probabilities as the sample space. The Knuth-Yao

sampler, outlined in Section 2.3.4, is an example of this sampling method.

2.3.1 Box Muller Sampler

The Box-Muller method samples values from the standard normal distribution, i.e. with

standard deviation σ = 1 and mean value µ = 0, which has the probability density function

ρ(x) =
1√
2π

e−x2/2. (2.16)

If X is a standard normal deviate, then a normal deviate with arbitrary σ and µ is given by

Xσ ,µ = σX +µ . Hence, sampling from Xσ ,µ can be achieved by sampling from the standard

normal distribution and multiplying each value by σ and adding µ .

The inverse of the standard normal distribution has no closed form formula. The Box-

Muller method thus takes advantage of several properties used in calculating the integral

I =
∫

∞

−∞

e−x2/2dx.

The integral is first squared, which corresponds to taking two independent random

variables. The integral is then converted to represent the normalised cumulative distribution

function

F(x,y) =
1

2π

∫ x′

−∞

∫ y′

−∞

e−(x
2+y2)/2dxdy,
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which can be solved by converting to polar coordinates x = r cos(θ) and y = r sin(θ), such

that dx = rdrdθ . This results in the integral

F(r,θ) =
1

2π

∫
θ ′

0

∫ r′

0
e−r2/2rdrdθ ,

where r′ =
√

x′2 + y′2 and θ ′ = tany′/x′. This can then be integrated to give the separable

function

F(r)F(θ) =
θ

2π

(
1− e−r2/2), (2.17)

after swapping the prime notation out.

Let U1 and U2 be standard uniform random variables, noting that if U is such a random

variable, then U ′ = 1−U is too. The latter transformation is applied to U2. Also defining the

radial and angular random variables R and Θ, respectively, it can be seen that

F(R) = 1− e−R2/2 = 1−U1 (2.18)

and

F(Θ) = Θ/2π =U2. (2.19)

The solution to the equation for F(R) is R =
√
−2lnU1. The function on R is a Gaussian

distributed random variable and the function on Θ is a uniform one. Taking X and Y to

be standard normal random variables and letting R2 = X2 +Y 2, convert back to cartesian

coordinates using X = Rcos(Θ) and Y = Rsin(Θ). The result of this is given in the following

summary of the Box-Muller method.

The Box-Muller sampling method is a transformation on the two- dimensional vector

uuu = (u1,u2) to a vector vvv = (v1,v2), such that

v1 =
√
−2ln(u1) · cos(2πu2) (2.20)
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and

v2 =
√
−2ln(u1) · sin(2πu2). (2.21)

If the coefficients of uuu are uniformly distributed, the result is that the coefficients of vvv are

distributed according to a continuous Gaussian distribution.

As previously discussed, the Box-Muller algorithm is the sampling method underpinning

the work in Chapters 4 and 5.

2.3.2 Bernouolli Sampler

The Bernoulli sampler was proposed by Ducas et al. as a component of the BLISS signature

scheme [DDLL13]. It is a rejection sampler which reduces the complexity of the accepting

comparison by calculating the binary Gaussian ρbin(x) = 2−x2
. This corresponds to the usual

Gaussian function with standard deviation parameter σbin = 1/
√

2ln2.

The distribution DZ+, kσbin is sampled from using rejection sampling with the intermediate

distribution k ·DZ+, σbin +U({0, ...,k− 1}), where U is the uniform distribution, which is

sampled from using Bernoulli trials. Only the positive side is sampled and negative values

are obtained by sampling a sign bit and conditionally negating the sampled values.

The original Bernoulli sampler is not constant-time and should be used with the coun-

termeasures described in Section 2.5.2. However, use is made of the Bernoulli sampling

techniques in the FACCT sampler [ZSS19] described in Section 2.4.2, which is an attempt at

a secure stand-alone sampler.

2.3.3 Cumulative Distribution Tables Sampler

The CDT Sampler is the archetypal inversion sampler for Gaussian distributions. The

cumulative distribution function (CDF) is stored entirely in tables as fixed point probabilities.
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A sample r is drawn uniformly at random to λ bits of precision. The sample x is found such

that S(x)≤ r < S(x+1), where S(x) is the cumulative probability mass function. This occurs

with probability ρ(x) = S(x+1)−S(x). x is found by a binary search on the CDF table.

Employing the CDT sampler in LBC was first proposed by Peikert [Pei10]. Since then,

work has been carried out on reducing the table sizes and search space significantly by

Pöppleman [PG12], by hashing the first m bits of r. However, the irregular boundaries of the

tables makes it vulnerable to timing attacks. Further work was carried out by Pöppleman

[PDG14] to make CDT secure and adjustments were made by Du and Bai [CG15] to

improve the design for application to hardware. However, the CDT remains better-suited to

applications where the standard deviation is low, as the tables grow quickly with respect to

this parameter.

2.3.4 Knuth-Yao Sampler

Knuth and Yao first presented a tree-based sampling method for non-uniform distributions

in 1976 [KY76], which subsequently became known as the Knuth-Yao algorithm. For a

sample space consisting of n values, each with λ -bit probability pr, the probability matrix

P has n×λ elements and can be represented as a binary matrix. The discrete distribution

generating (DDG) tree can be constructed from this matrix such that the number of non-zero

bits in the ith column of P equals the number of terminal nodes in the ith level of the binary

tree. The terminal nodes correspond to values indicated by their row number.

The DDG consists of a root node which leads to two nodes. These two and all subsequent

nodes can either be terminal, i.e. an output node, or intermediate, leading to a further two

nodes. To construct the tree, each column of P is scanned from the bottom and the positions

(row numbers) of the non-zero elements become the values of the right-most nodes, which

are terminal. All other nodes become intermediate. The tree is walked by taking a random

bit at each node and taking the left branch if it is 0 and the right branch if it is 1.
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The temporal and spatial complexities of the Knuth-Yao algorithm grow considerably

with increased standard deviation, especially with constant-time implementations. Karmakar

et al. [KRR+18] developed the current state-of-the-art in Knuth-Yao sampling with their

implementation based on bit-slicing. It is constant-time and resistant against cache attacks.

See Section 2.4.1 for a description of how this method is used to obtain sampling from

distributions of arbitrary standard deviation and centre.

2.3.5 Ziggurat Sampler

The Ziggurat sampling method was introduced by Marsaglia and Tsang [MT00] and is

a rectangle-wedge approach to rejection sampling. The approach can be applied to any

descending monotonic distribution and was originally proposed for both the Gaussian and

inverse exponential distributions. A discrete version of the algorithm was developed by

Buchmann et al. [BCG+13] for the purposes of LBC, however they did not address any

side-channel issues with the sampler.

The Ziggurat sampler is initialised by enclosing the Gaussian distribution with a set of

horizontal rectangles of equal area. For a diagram of this, see Figure 3.2 and for a more

complete description of the Ziggurat algorithm, see Section 3.2. This set of horizontal

rectangles forms the initial sample space on which a rejection procedure is performed to

obtain samples drawn from the desired distribution.

This method of sampling features as the basis for the novel work in Chapter 3, where the

Ziggurat sampler is analysed for side-channel vulnerabilities and solutions are developed to

increase its resilience against them.
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2.4 Secure Gaussian Sampling

The security of a Gaussian sampler pertains mostly to its side-channel attack surface. Timing

irregularities, input dependent paths and non-sequential/non-uniform memory access are

the common sources of side-channel leakage. The first and second are widely accepted to

apply to any cryptographic component, whether in hardware or software, whereas the third is

usually dependent on the platform. In software, a cache attack on Gaussian samplers was

published by Bruinderink et al. [BHLY16], which results in the need for memory access to

be sequential or probabilistically uniform in software, or any cache-based platform.

2.4.1 Knuth-Yao and Micciancio-Walter Hybrid Sampler

One current state-of-the-art method of secure Gaussian sampling, for a wide range of

parameters, is Karmakar et al.’s secure adaptation of the Knuth-Yao algorithm [KRR+18], in

conjunction with the convolution methods of Micciancio and Walter [MW17]. For lattice

signatures, a wide distribution is required and the latter work aids in achieving distributions

with high standard deviation σ , from a sampler which draws from a distribution with low σ ,

i.e. the Knuth-Yao method.

The Knuth-Yao sampler performs a random walk on a tree configured to give discrete

Gaussian samples and is applicable to any σ required. The problem is that the performance

and memory cost grows rapidly for increasing values of this parameter. The Micciancio-

Walter (MW) method slows the rate of this growth. A detailed discussion of the secure

Knuth-Yao method is omitted as it is an iterative algorithm with no use of loops, hence it is

verbose in its presentation. The reader is referred to the paper by Karmakar et al. [KRR+18].

However, note that it is a fast algorithm, for small standard deviation, deploying bit operations

with no use of arithmetic. A brief description of the MW convolution technique is required,

to enable a comparative discussion with the sampler proposed in Section 5.5.
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Algorithm 1: micciancio_walter(i)
Input : i : Depth of convolution tree

zi : Known constants, stored.
Output :y : Gaussian sample with σ in range permitted by i.

1 if i=0 then
2 x← knuth_yao();
3 return x;
4 x1← micciancio_walter(i−1);
5 x2← micciancio_walter(i−1);
6 y = zix1 +max(1,zi−1)x2;
7 return y;

Algorithm 1 describes a binary tree which, at the bottom, calls the Knuth-Yao base

sampler and returns samples with a low σ up the chain of convolutions, until a sample with

high σ is finally returned. A similar algorithm exists for arbitrary σ and center c such that

0 < c < 1. Variation in the center has not been investigated in this thesis, but it should be

noted that the overhead in facilitating this, in the MW regime, requires further recursive calls

to the Knuth-Yao sampler. In the rounded continuous Gaussians, described in Section 5.5,

the overhead is negligible compared with this, both for reaching high σ and for off-center

distributions.

The input parameter i, the depth of the recursion tree in Algorithm 1, is given by

⌈log2 log2 σ⌉. The majority of work is done in the 2i calls to knuth_yao() and the 2i− 1

executions of Line 6. The centering algorithm requires k further calls to knuth_yao(), where

k is the precision to which c is expressed in a chosen base.

2.4.2 The FACCT Gaussian sampler

The Fast, Compact, and Constant-Time (FACCT) Discrete Gaussian Sampler was proposed

by Zhao et al [ZSS19]. The FACCT sampler is a hybrid approach which uses a combination

of CDT and Bernoulli sampling. The CDT is used to sample with σ0 = 1/
√

2ln2. To

sample from arbitrary standard deviation σ , a modified Bernoulli sampler is used, whereby
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a low-precision polynomial approximation of the Bernoulli acceptance probability p =

exp(−y(y+2kx)/2σ2) is made, where x $←D+
σ0

, y $← U({0, ...,k−1}) and integer k, where

σ = kσ0.

This sampler addresses many security issues with previous implementations of the

Bernoulli method. It is resistant against cache attacks because the memory-access patterns

are sequential. It is constant-time in the sense that timing variations are not dependent on

the sample produced. However, it is a rejection sampler which does leak information about

the state of the underlying CSPRNG. Although no attacks currently exist to exploit this as

a vulnerability, it is not as completely constant-time as the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters

ensemble detailed in Section 2.4.1.

The FACCT sampler is claimed to be efficient and lightweight. However, there are two

implementations of the algorithm and both make use of vectorised Intel intrinsic operations,

one with Streaming-Single-Instruction-Multiple-Data (SIMD) Extensions (SSE2) and the

other with Advanced Vector Extensions (AVX2). As these are the only existing implemen-

tations, it cannot be compared fairly with the work in this thesis, which aims for portable

and generic implementations of the algorithms written in ANSI C, so it is not used as a

comparison.

2.5 Side-channel Security of Samplers

The side-channel security of Gaussian samplers is as important as for any other component

of a cryptographic scheme. Apart from the uniform random numbers needed, samplers take

no secret data as input. However, their output usually takes the form of secret data to be

used somewhere in the cryptographic scheme. As the uniform random values are taken from

trusted, well-researched CSPRNGs, the side-channel security of a sampler can be analysed

in isolation and this assumption is made throughout this thesis.
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Encryption devices present various measurable physical quantities which can all be

dependent on the program being run. These include time, power, voltage and electromagnetic

radiation. For encryption devices which are purpose-made hardware implementations of

cryptographic schemes, the power, voltage and radiation properties are crucial. For devices

which are multi-purpose processing units running software implementations of cryptographic

schemes, these properties are less important. However, for the latter platforms, the multi-

level cache memory becomes a source of vulnerability. This thesis focuses on software

implementations of cryptographic algorithms and hence mainly discusses timing, memory

access and cache lookups as the measurable quantities involved in vulnerabilities.

Timing measurements are common to all platforms running cryptographic algorithms.

If an algorithm takes a different amount of time to execute for different plaintext or secret

key inputs, information which is helpful to an attacker is leaked. The absolute worst-case

scenario for this is if every possible input has a unique execution time and the plaintext

or private key can be immediately inferred through timing. In reality this is an unlikely

situation to occur. However, even a small number of bits being inferred from timing can lead

to complete breakage of the scheme, as it decreases the complexity of further statistical and

cryptanalytic techniques.

Timing variations in software can be introduced in a number of different places. Condi-

tional paths through the code are an obvious example. An if statement and else statements

can introduce different paths and it would be close to impossible to ensure that these execute

in the same time. At the level of the C language, instructions such as the logical and operator

exit once the result has been determined and can introduce timing variations. At the processor

level instructions such as the less-than operator can do the same. Care must also be taken

with compiler optimisations which can rearrange code to increase performance by bypassing

unnecessary instructions. A full analysis of compiler optimisations is outside the scope of

this thesis, however all code is written in such a way that many common optimisations will
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not change the security of the algorithm. Furthermore, without optimisation, the security

of the algorithms will be as stated in the appropriate chapters, hence turning individual

optimisations off will mitigate any potential vulnerabilities.

2.5.1 Cache Attacks

Timing variations may also be caused by cache misses. The cache is memory which is located

closer to the processing unit and hence incurs less cost in time in accessing data. It is smaller

than the main block of memory and usually has several levels of memory with increasing

distance from the CPU. When memory is accessed, the level 1 (L1) cache is searched for the

block containing the address. If the data is found, it is accessed and this is called a cache hit.

If the data is not found, subsequent levels are searched for the block and is called a cache

miss. If the block is not found in any cache, it is retrieved from main memory, at which point

a line is evicted from the cache and replaced with the contents of the retrieved memory block

for faster future access.

If values are to be stored in memory while a cryptographic algorithm is executing and

some of those values are accessed less often than others, there can be an increased likelihood

of those values being stored in lower levels of memory. Hence, a non-uniform pattern of

cache misses can occur. Cache attacks exploit the timing differences in data-dependent cache

misses to determine the values which cause them.

The Flush, Gauss and Reload attack published by Bruinderink et al. [BHLY16] was able

to determine the secret key of the BLISS signature scheme [DDLL13] by exploiting cache

vulnerabilities in the Bernoulli and CDT Gaussian samplers. This spurred the research in this

thesis, as well as that outlined in Sections 2.4 and 2.5.2.
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2.5.2 Countermeasures

The most robust way of countering timing and cache attacks are by designing algorithms

which are constant-time and either probabilistically uniform or completely sequential in

their memory access. To this end, the techniques in Section 2.6 are useful. However, for

algorithms which cannot be made constant-time, there exist side-channel countermeasures.

Rather than securing the samplers themselves it was proposed by Roy et al. [RRVV14]

that the samples be randomly permuted to obfuscate the index of the leaked information.

Saarinen [Saa17] then proposed a variant which combines all the samples by Gaussian

convolution, so that new samples are generated which are distributed identically to the

original samples. These samples are then randomly shuffled as well. Multiple stages of

Saarinen’s approach can be made to further increase attack complexity.

An analysis of these countermeasures was made by Pessl [Pes16]. This paper broke the

countermeasures, up to two stages of Saarinen’s convolution, for BLISS with a CDT sampler.

However, it should be noted that the CDT sampler used was not constant-time and the return

value could be uniquely determined. The attack specifically exploited this vulnerability of the

underlying sampler and no aspect of the attack pertained to the countermeasures themselves.

In Chapter 3 it is proposed that the Ziggurat sampler be used with these countermeasures.

In this work, the unique determination of return values from the sampler has been eradicated

and the only remaining opportunity for an attacker is statistical analysis. As Pessl states, the

use of convolution and shuffling increases attack complexity drastically. In the context of

immediate value leakage, this is not enough, but for cases where the underlying sampler has

been secured against immediate leakage the countermeasures should be sufficient to secure

the component.

The attack on samplers with countermeasures should be analysed on a sampler-by-

sampler basis. For samplers with only statistical inference available to an attacker, such as
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that proposed in Chapter 3, it will only be a matter of determining how many stages of the

countermeasure are required.

2.6 Secure Arithmetic and Operations

To implement the algorithms in this thesis, a collection of constant-time operations for fixed-

point data types must be established. The security model in this thesis focuses on side-channel

attacks through timing and cache analysis. The model treats the Gaussian sampling algorithm

as a single component which inherits security against broader attacks (e.g. chosen ciphertext

and chosen plaintext attacks) from the scheme which contains it. This is acceptable because,

given a set of Gaussian samples, the broader schemes are usually proven, or assumed, secure

so long as the samples are drawn with sufficient sampling precision.

The general constraints of cryptographic programming involve avoiding information

leakage through algorithmic timing variations, memory-access and domain-specific side-

channel attack surfaces. A description of side-channel information leakage is given in

Section 2.5.

Here, the operations designed to counter side-channel information leakage are described.

These are used in the algorithms throughout the main contributions of this work. The al-

gorithms in Section 2.6.1 were constructed for this thesis using standard algorithms for

arithmetic. Similar algorithms can likely be found in various places. The webpage consti-

tuting the source of the algorithms in Sections 2.6.2 and 2.6.3 has since disappeared from

the Internet, however their accuracy has been verified for the purposes of this thesis. Some

of these algorithms have also been modified to extend their precision. The constant-time

execution of the algorithms follow from their use of only constant-time low-level operations.

It can be easily verified that the operations are constant-time, however the compiled code

should always be checked for optimisations which change this.
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The fixed-point data types are formed from arrays of u64 types, which are interpreted by

the algorithms to be little-endian representations of potentially larger numbers. The number

of u64 types in an array is passed around as the size variable.

All algorithms associated with the novel work proposed in this thesis follow a convention

with regards to logic. The non-bitwise logical operations, e.g && and || in C, exit when the

result is known and leak information. Instead of using these, all logic is carried out using

the bitwise counterparts on u32 values which can be 0 or 1 and have been returned by the

constant-time comparative functions or evaluated by specific constant-time logic.

In the following sections, operations performing constant-time and wholly sequential

arithmetic, bit manipulation, comparisons and selection are outlined.

2.6.1 Arithmetic Operations

The arithmetic functions all follow the intuitive and basic algorithms for their operation. For

instance, the multiplication algorithm is sometimes referred to as the schoolbook method.

Attention must be given to ensuring these algorithms are constant-time and wholly sequential.

Here, the main challenge is detecting overflow and underflow, which utilise some of the

constant-time comparative operations of Section 2.6.2.
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Algorithm 2: fp_add ( c, a, b, size )
Input :a, b: u64[] Numbers to be added

size: u32 Number of u64s in arrays

Output :c = a+b: u64[]

1 carry = 0;

2 tcarry = 0;

3 for (i = 0; i < size; i++) do
4 t = a[i]+b[i];

5 tcarry = overflow ( t, a[i], b[i] );

6 c[i] = t + carry;

7 carry = tcarry | overflow ( c[i], t, carry);

8 return carry;

Algorithm 3: fp_sub ( c, a, b, size )
Input :a, b: u64[] Numbers to be subtracted

size: u32 Number of u64s in arrays

Output :c = a−b: u64[]

1 borrow = 0;

2 for ( i = 0; i != size; i++ ) do
3 t = a[i]−b[i];

4 tborrow = ct_gt_u64 ( t, a[i] ); // Underflow

5 c[i] = t−borrow;

6 borrow = tborrow | ct_gt_u64 ( c[i], t );

7 return borrow;

The addition and subtraction algorithms are shown in Algorithm 2 and Algorithm 3. They

write to the fixed-point c, and return 0 or 1, as a u32, to indicate whether the result had an

under/overflow, or not. The two fixed-point inputs to these functions, a and b, have the same

size, as the algorithms using them do not require it to vary. The fixed-point output c also has

the same size. The decimal (or binary) points can be found anywhere between u64 words, so

long as the algorithms keep track of them.
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Algorithm 4: fp_mul ( c, a, b, size_a, size_b )
Input :a, b: u64[] - Numbers to multiply

size_a, size_b : u32 - Input sizes

Output :c = a×b: u64[]

1 c = 0 ;

2 for ( i = 0; i < size_a; i++ ) do
3 for ( j = 0; j < size_b; j++ ) do
4 carry = *(c+ i+ j+1) ;

5 temp = fp_base_mul_add ( c+ i+ j, *(a+ i), *(b+ j) ) ;

6 carry = overflow ( *(c+ i+ j+1), carry, temp ) ;

7 *(c+ i+ j+2) += carry ;

The multiplication algorithm shown in Algorithm 4 writes the product of a and b, of

sizes size_a and size_b respectively, to c, with size size_a + size_b. It uses Algorithm 5,

which multiplies individual u64 elements of a and b and adds the result to the appropriate

two elements of c. The result of multiplying u64 types in C will give another u64, when the

desired result has 128 bits, generally. Hence, the input values must be split into u32s and

each of these multiplied and added to the appropriate part of c.

In these algorithms, arrays are passed around using pointer arithmetic to vary the starting

position of the array to be used in the calling function. The values of arrays can be obtained

either by pointer dereferencing, with an asterisk, or by array indexing, with square brackets.

In the algorithm titles and input/output declarations, the names of arrays refer to their abstract

values, as can be seen in Algorithm 4 where the output declaration shows the resulting

fixed-point value obtained from the algorithm.

The function determining the overflow relies on several of the functions in Section 2.6.2

and Section 2.6.3. It is constant-time and works by changing values, rather than by selecting

different memory addresses which can lead to information leakage through cache memory. It

returns 1 upon overflow and 0 otherwise.
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Algorithm 5: fp_base_mul_add ( c, a, b )
Input :a, b : u64 - Numbers to be multiplied

Output :c = c+a×b: u64 * - Pointer to result

1 halfbase = 32;

2 alo = a & ( ( (u64) 1 << halfbase ) - 1 );

3 ahi = a >> halfbase;

4 blo = b & ( ( (u64) 1 << halfbase ) - 1 );

5 bhi = b >> halfbase;

6 temp1 = alo * bhi;

7 temp2 = ahi * blo;

8 t = temp1 + temp2 ;

9 tcarry = overflow ( t, temp1, temp2 ) ;

10 temp1 = alo*blo;

11 carry = *c;

12 temp2 = temp1 + (t << halfbase);

13 temp1 = overflow ( temp2, temp1, (t << halfbase) );

14 ∗c += temp2 ;

15 carry = overflow(∗c, carry, temp2 );

16 temp2 = (ahi * bhi) + (t >> halfbase) +

(tcarry << halfbase) + carry + temp1 ;

17 ∗(c+1) += temp2 ;

18 return temp2 ;

Algorithm 6: overflow ( r, a, b )
Input :a,b: u64 Numbers added

r: u64 result of addition

Output :return: u32 (boolean) Integer overflow

1 cond = ct_lt_u64 ( r, ct_min ( a, b ) );

2 return ct_select_u32 ( 1, 0, cond );
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2.6.2 Comparative Operations

The operations in this section allow the comparison of one value with another value or

quality. They are well-known constant-time routines for cryptographic use and are in the

public domain. Novelty arises from their use and also in the extension of some of them

to arbitrary precision. They work by exploiting bitwise properties of the input values to

determine the comparison. Those ending in _uX operate on u32 or u64 types, with just a

change of input and output types. Those without this suffix, and with a size argument, work

on arbitrary-precision fixed-point values.

Algorithm 7: ct_isnonzero_uX ( x )
Input :x: uX - argument

Output :return Boolean - 1 if non zero, 0 otherwise

1 return (x | − x)>> (X−1) ;

The functions to test whether a value is non-zero are shown in Algorithm 7 and Algo-

rithm 8. Because the two’s complement of a value can only differ in the most-significant bit

from the original value, unless that value is zero, they are both combined with the bitwise or

operation and right-shifted to give the appropriate boolean. The extended-precision version

tests each word for the property, however an alternative is to carry out each step on all words.

Algorithm 8: ct_isnonzero ( x, size )
Input :x: u64[] - argument

size: u32 - number of u64s in x

Output :return Boolean - 1 if non zero, 0 otherwise

1 ret = 0 ;

2 for ( i = 0 ; i < size ; i++) do
3 ret |= (x[i] | − x[i])>> 63;

4 return ret;

To test whether a value is zero or not, Algorithm 9 uses ct_isnonzero_uX() from

Algorithm 7 and xors the result with the value 1. This technique allows the logical not
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Algorithm 9: ct_iszero_uX ( x )
Input :x: uX - argument

Output :return Boolean - 1 if zero, 0 otherwise

1 return 1∧ct_isnonzero_uX(x) ;

operation to be implemented in constant-time with bitwise operations, as the bitwise not

would give a value with X−1 leading 1s.

The function for testing whether two values are not equal is given in Algorithm 10. It

utilises the fact that x− y and y− x are the two’s complement of each other, the exception

being when the two terms are zero, corresponding to x and y being equal. Only if the

latter is false will the most significant bit be 1 in ((x− y) | (y− x)). The test for equality in

Algorithm 11 then uses Algorithm 10 and the xor technique .

Algorithm 10: ct_neq_uX ( x, y )
Input :x: uX - argument 1

y: uX - argument 2

Output :return x ̸= y: Boolean

1 return ((x− y) | (y− x))>> X−1 ;

Algorithm 11: ct_eq_uX ( x, y )
Input :x: uX - argument 1

y: uX - argument 2

Output :return x = y: Boolean

1 return 1∧ct_neq_uX(x,y) ;

Algorithm 12: ct_lt_uX ( x, y )
Input :x: uX - argument 1

y: uX - argument 2

Output :return x < y: Boolean

1 return (x∧ ((x∧ y)|((x− y)∧ y)))>> X−1 ;
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The function for the less-than (lt) comparison (Algorithm 12) forms the basis of the

similar operations: greater-than (gt), less-than or equal-to (lte) and greater-than or equal-to

(gte) (Algorithms 13 to 15). Focusing on the most-significant bit of all evaluated expressions,

it determines whether the most significant bits of x and y are the same, via x∧ y and bitwise

ors it with the binary result of whether the number being subtracted, y, and the difference,

x− y, have the most significant bits equal, which is done via (x− y)∧ y. This gives a most-

significant bit which must be different from x if x < y. The result is then shifted to the least

significant bit.

Algorithm 13: ct_gt_uX ( x, y )
Input :x: uX - argument 1

y: uX - argument 2

Output :return x < y: Boolean

1 return ct_lt_uX ( y, x ) ;

Algorithm 14: ct_lte_uX ( x, y )
Input :x: uX - argument 1

y: uX - argument 2

Output :return x≤ y: Boolean

1 return 1 ∧ ct_gt_uX ( x, y ) ;

Algorithm 15: ct_gte_uX ( x, y )
Input :x: uX - argument 1

y: uX - argument 2

Output :return x≥ y: Boolean

1 return 1 ∧ ct_lt_uX ( x, y ) ;

2.6.3 Conditional Selection

Along with ensuring that operations are constant-time, there is the requirement that values

are selected in a way which does not access varying memory locations dependent on secret
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data. To facilitate this, values are changed in sequential memory locations through bitwise

operations, specifically through a technique called masking. Masking allows the bits of a

word to be set to 1, set to 0, or inverted in a single operation. Algorithm 16 and Algorithm 17

present the select operations for uX native types and extended-precision fixed-point types,

respectively.

Algorithm 16: ct_select_uX ( x, y, bit )
Input :x, y: uX - values to be selected

bit : Boolean - conditional bit

Output :return bit ? x : y: uX

1 mask =−bit ;

2 return (x&mask) |(y& ∼mask) ;

Algorithm 17: ct_select ( c, a, b, bit, size )
Input :a, b: u64[] - values to be selected

bit : Boolean - conditional bit

size: u32 - number of words in input arrays

Output :c = bit ? a : b: u64[]

1 mask = - bit ;

2 for (i = 0; i < size; i++) do
3 c[i] = (mask & (a[i]∧b[i]))∧b[i] ;

These functions show two different ways of selecting values in constant time. For both

functions, the mask is obtained by negating the conditional bit. Hence, the mask will either

be a string of all 0s, if the bit is 0, or a string of 1s if the bit is 1. The extended-precision

version selects each word and the statement in the for loop can be used as a select function

on native types.
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2.7 Discussion

Section 2.1 highlights some of the notation and fundamental mathematics used throughout the

thesis. Of most importance to the understanding of the following chapters is the description of

Gaussian distributions. The theory behind LBC is described in Section 2.2 which presents a

broad background for acquainting the reader with the field of research. This section includes

an account of how Gaussian sampling relates to LBC and a motivating example of its use in

creating secure cryptographic systems.

A wide range of sampling methods for Gaussian distributions are discussed in Section 2.3.

These are the algorithms which exist for use in applications beyond LBC. However, where the

algorithms have been adapted for LBC applications, reference is made to this. An important

part of this section is the derivation of the Box-Muller transformation, which is the method

underlying the research in Chapters 4 and 5. Another important Gaussian sampling method,

which is the subject of the research in Chapter 3, is the Ziggurat sampler. This is explained in

that chapter. The CDT sampler described in Section 2.3 is the sampler used as a comparison

to the secure Ziggurat sampler developed in Chapter 3.

Section 2.4 outlines the state-of-the-art in secure Gaussian sampling for use in LBC. The

main highlight of this section is the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters ensemble which is the

sampler used as a comparison to the secure samplers developed in Chapters 4 and 5.

The issues relating to the side-channel security of samplers, or any cryptographic com-

ponent, are discussed in Section 2.5. In this section, the motivation for adapting existing

sampling methods to increase their security is outlined. Also described are the countermea-

sures which exist to close any remaining side channels in samplers. These are recommended

for use in the Ziggurat sampler developed in Chapter 3, which is why the comparison is

made with the non-secure CDT sampler rather than any of the standalone secure samplers

discussed in Section 2.4.
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To secure the samplers themselves, various techniques exist to implement arithmetic,

comparative operations and conditional paths in a secure way. Many of these are explained in

Section 2.6 and are fundamental to the following chapters containing novel research, which

develop new secure Gaussian samplers for use in LBC.



Chapter 3

Secure Ziggurat Sampling

3.1 Introduction

The Ziggurat method of sampling was introduced by Marsaglia and Tsang [MT00] in 2000,

but the techniques were developed as early as the 1960s by Marsaglia [Mar64]. The name

comes from the descending rectangular features of the distribution superimposed on the

target distribution, which resemble the large structures, of the same name, built in ancient

Mesopotamia and Mesoamerica. An example of such a structure is shown in Figure 3.1.

The Ziggurat sampling procedure is a modification of rejection sampling applicable

to a monotone decreasing distribution, or a symmetric distribution in which the positive

side is monotonically decreasing. The latter case can be facilitated by sampling one half

of the distribution, sampling a sign bit and negating the sampled value accordingly. The

original 2000 paper proposed implementations for the continuous Gaussian and exponential

functions.

As research into LBC progressed, there became a need for discrete Gaussian sampling

methods to be made available. The Ziggurat method was made discrete by Buchmann et al.

[BCG+13] in 2013 and specifically designed for lattice-based schemes. The sampler has a

time/memory trade-off based on the number of rectangles, which are shown in Figure 3.2.
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Fig. 3.1 A Mayan ziggurat structure called El Castillo. Photograph from: https://simple.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Chichen_Itza.

A greater number of rectangles superimposed on the distribution increases the memory

consumption and decreases the running time. The converse is also true.

Another key advantage of the Ziggurat method is its ability to sample distributions having

arbitrary standard deviation with the same high performance and there is no overhead for

an increase in this parameter. This is again due to the rectangular structures superimposed

on the distribution. As the standard deviation grows, the number of samples which can be

drawn also grows, but the proportions of the samples in the areas which do and do not require

the Gaussian function comparison remain the same. This is not true of competing sampling

methods, such as Knuth-Yao, described in Section 2.3.4, and CDT, described in Section 2.3.3,

which grow rapidly in memory usage and running time with the standard deviation.

The Ziggurat method, being a rejection sampler, has inherent vulnerabilities to attack

through timing side channels. Furthermore, the Flush-Gauss-Reload attack described in

Section 2.5.1 is immediately applicable to the Ziggurat in the form presented by Buchmann

https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chichen_Itza.
https://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chichen_Itza.
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et al [BCG+13]. Several countermeasures have been proposed to mitigate the vulnerabilities

of non-secure Gaussian sampling algorithms, as described in Section 2.5.2. However, as

was outlined there, the efficacy of these countermeasures, when samplers leak immediate

information through timing channels, is disputed and all measures possible should be explored

to remove such leakage in the underlying sampler.

Hence, this chapter develops the Ziggurat further and increases the attack complexity by

removing points of immediate value leakage, i.e. the parts of the algorithm where the sampled

value can be determined directly through timing. The result is a Ziggurat sampler with a

significant increase in its attack complexity, allowing its use with or without countermeasures

to be considered based on its application and use-cases.

The work of Buchmann et al. [BCG+13] is built upon by securing the Ziggurat sampler

with respect to information leakage through the timing side channel. The algorithms proposed

for this sampler target schemes which use a large standard deviation on constrained devices.

This chapter highlights vulnerabilities in the Ziggurat method, not addressed in the

literature, and proposes solutions for their mitigation. The method is redesigned to prevent

timing leakage and increase the complexity of attacks via cache and statistical analyses. A

novel algorithm for evaluating the Gaussian function in constant time is constructed for this

objective. The sampler is a fixed-point algorithm built from 64-bit integers, using no division

or floating point arithmetic, written in ANSI C. The reference implementation achieves

similar performance to the original sampler by Buchmann et al. The algorithm is capable of

sampling to arbitrary precision. The sampler has a low memory footprint and its efficiency

is comparable even to those samplers for which vulnerabilities have not been addressed, an

action which normally comes with significant overhead.

The sampler is compared with the non-constant-time CDT sampler, which is also a candi-

date to be used with side-channel countermeasures. The CDT sampler, if made constant-time,

would see significant decrease in performance, however it would still require countermea-
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sures against cache attacks. Regardless of this fact, the comparison is still useful, as the

Ziggurat presented in this thesis has similar performance, but orders of magnitude better

memory usage, than the CDT for high standard deviations.

In Section 3.2, the Ziggurat method for Gaussian sampling is described. The side-channel

vulnerabilities in the Ziggurat sampler are identified and discussed in Section 3.3, where the

novel variant is also proposed. This variant significantly reduces information leakage in the

Ziggurat method. A substantial component of this reduction in information leakage is the

fixed-point, constant-time Gaussian function evaluated by a Taylor series expansion. This

is outlined in Section 3.3.2. The performance and memory consumption of the sampler are

measured and the results discussed in Section 3.4, where a comparison is made with the CDT

sampler. The notation for logical operations in this chapter follow the standard convention

for predicate logic and not the C programming convention.

The original work of this chapter can be seen in the paper published in the proceedings

of Security, Privacy, and Applied Cryptography Engineering (SPACE) 2018 [BOKR18].

3.2 Discrete Ziggurat Sampling

The Ziggurat sampling technique of Marsaglia and Tsang [MT00], is a rectangle-wedge

approach to rejection sampling originally proposed for both normal and exponential distribu-

tions. The basic method of ‘rejection’ sampling a distribution is to uniformly sample two

numbers, x and y. If y≤ ρσ (x), then x is returned as the sampled variable. In other words, x

is rejected with probability determined by the distribution Dσ . The computational expense in

calculating ρσ (x), or, the alternative, storing all the information in the distribution, motivated

the development of the Ziggurat method.

The distribution is enclosed by a set of m rectangles, {Ri}n
i=1, such that the bottom-right

corner of each rectangle is a point on the distribution. Figure 3.2 shows the first few and the

mth rectangles of such a set. Each Ri, in the continuous case, is the area given by xi(yi−1−yi)
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Fig. 3.2 The Ziggurat setup. Rectangles of equal area enclose a Gaussian distribution.

and R0 is simply the x0 co-ordinate. A description of the continuous sampling method is

given here and then adapted for the discrete case.

For each Ri ̸=1, there is a continuous set of x j ≤ xi−1 such that every y j within Ri

is completely under the distribution and such that every rectangle contains the same 2-

dimensional sample space. In the continuous case, this corresponds to rectangles of equal

area. It is therefore possible to uniformly sample an Ri and accept the majority of x js

without having to compute f (x) = ρσ (x). Increasing the number of rectangles covering the

distribution decreases the probability of x being in the ‘rejection zone’ and improves the

efficiency of the algorithm. However, more rectangles require more storage and a balance

must be found between time and space. With the Ziggurat method, f (x) need only be

computed in a relatively low number of instances; when the number to be sampled is in the

rejection zone. Also, the second co-ordinate, y, need only be generated in these instances.

Generating a random integer within the range of the number of rectangles is more efficient

than generating a number to the required precision of the sampled distribution.

The discrete Gaussian distribution, and the Ziggurat method for sampling from it, are

similar to their continuous counterparts. The intuitive difference is that the distribution now
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takes the form of a histogram. The x value which multiplies the y value to give the common

area, as opposed to being the horizontal distance from zero to xi, is now the number of integer

values on the x-axis contained within the rectangle. This will be the value ⌊x⌋+1, to account

for zero.

The discrete Ziggurat of Buchmann et al. [BCG+13] is summarised in Algorithm 18,

although note that the sLine() phase has been omitted, for simplicity, as it is not used in

the algorithm presented in this chapter. The sLine phase involves joining the corners of

the rectangles by straight lines, giving rise to further optimisations in how acceptance or

rejection can be inferred. However, the optimisations are not significant enough to warrant

the extra work and possible overhead in preventing information leakage. For now, the aim

is to simplify and merge the paths through the sampler, so the algorithm is restricted to its

minimally essential form.

The parameters of Algorithm 18 consist of the number of rectangles m, the standard

deviation σ , the precision λ , a table of the floors of the x coordinates of the bottom-right

corners of the ith rectangles {⌊xi⌋}m
i=1 and a table of the λ -bit approximations of the y

coordinate of the bottom-right corners of the ith rectangles. The 2-dimensional sample

space is uniformly sampled. The rectangle Rr is chosen, then uniformly sampled in x over

{⌊xi⌋}m
i=1. These samples are mostly accepted. In some cases, when x is higher than xi−1,

sampling to finer precision is needed in y. Then, the vertical space of the rectangle is

discretised into 2λ elements and uniformly sampled. Should this point lie within the vertical

region covered by the distribution, it is accepted. Rejection of a sample causes the process to

begin again, until the function outputs a sample.
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Algorithm 18: zig_ntl_sample(m, σ , λ , {⌊xi⌋}m
i=1, {ȳi}m

i=0)

1 while true do

2 r $←{i}m
i=1, s $←{−1,1}, x $←{i}xr

i=0;

3 if 0 < x≤ xi−1 then
4 return sx;

5 else
6 if x = 0 then

7 b $←{0,1};
8 if b = 0 then
9 return sx;

10 else
11 continue;

12 else

13 y′ $←{i}2λ−1
i=0 , ȳ = y′ · (ȳi−1− ȳi);

14 if ȳ≤ ρ̄σ (x)− ȳi then
15 return sx;

16 else
17 continue;

3.3 Fixed-Point Ziggurat Method with Time Considera-

tions

This section describes and analyses how the proposed sampler operates. Specifically, this

section details the novel contribution of this work. Section 3.3.1 provides an overview of how

the Ziggurat method has been adapted to consider the timing side-channel and suitability

for constrained devices at parameters for lattice signatures, namely, high standard deviation,

σ . Section 3.3.2 sets up the theoretical basis of the constant-time Gaussian function with

Theorem 1 and discusses the required input precision, with Theorem 2. Finally, the Gaussian

function is given explicitly in Algorithm 21 and described throughout the section.
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3.3.1 Timing Attack Resilient, Time-Independent Ziggurat Sampling

A purely constant-time rejection sampler over discrete Gaussians is hard to envisage, apart

from one that calculates the probability function at every sample, which is a low memory,

low performance extremum. Rather than focus on sample by sample uniformity in the

temporal distribution of the sampler, the number of possible timings of the Ziggurat method

are reduced from arbitrarily many, depending on how the Gaussian function is called, to two:

sampling in the rejection zone in constant time, or accepting straight away in constant time.

These two zones of sampling both draw from the entire domain, with the exception of the

samples with the very lowest probabilities. It is therefore impossible to tell with certainty

which sample has been drawn from measuring just these two timing differences.

Apart from the constant-time routine for the Gaussian function, there are a few paths

through the Ziggurat which need to be merged before the above can be achieved. As can

be seen in Algorithm 18, the original Ziggurat method will take a unique path when x = 0.

An attacker with the ability to time the operations of the sampler would, hence, know those

samples with value zero, which are also the most frequent. Not all paths through the algorithm

are as obviously insecure. For instance, should x = 0 be rejected, the attacker still gains

information about the state of the underlying PRNG. Either way, information leakage of the

kind which gives an attacker a high degree of confidence in the values of variables in the

sampler (near certainty, in this case), is required to be mitigated.

Algorithm 19 shows the proposed Ziggurat sampling algorithm. Note that Algorithm 20

is the function which calls ρσ (x), the Gaussian function of Algorithm 21. For descriptions of

the other functions called, see the prose which follows.

In Algorithm 19, the table of y values of the rectangles, the {ȳi}m
i=0, are p-bit unsigned

integers representing numbers in [0,1). For all cryptographic purposes, p is greater than

the length of machine words and requires high precision arithmetic. {⌊xi⌋}m
i=1 are unsigned
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Algorithm 19: ziggurat_sample(m, σ , λ , {⌊xi⌋}m
i=1, {ȳi}m

i=0)

1 while true do

2 r $←{i}m
i=1, s $←{0,1}, x $←{i}2λ−1

i=0 ;

3 x = ⌊x · (xr +1)⌋ ; // x/2λ 7→ Rr

4 acc = ct_lte(x,xr−1)∧ (ct_isnonzero(x)∨ s);

5 if acc then
6 break;

7 else
8 acc = ziggurat_sample_y(x,yr−1,yr,σ ,λ );

9 acc = acc ∧ ct_isnonzero(x);

10 if acc then // y≤ y′

11 break;

12 return x− ct_select(0,2x,s);

Algorithm 20: ziggurat_sample_y(x, ȳb, ȳa,σ ,λ )

1 y′ $←{i}2λ−1
i=0 ;

2 ȳ = y′ · (ȳb− ȳa);

3 return ct_lte(ȳ, const_time_gauss(x,1/2σ2,λ )− ȳa);

integers which normally fit within 32 bits. Only when σ is a value higher than those which

have so far been proposed by lattice-based schemes, does this change.

Uniform sampling of {xi} to p-bit precision is performed by sampling x to p bits from a

CSPRNG. This number is interpreted as an integer representing the numerator of a fixed-point

fraction in [0,1). Thus, by multiplying this uniformly random fraction by the discrete size of

the rectangle, as in line 3 of Algorithm 19, and taking the floor, gives a uniform sample in

the rectangle.

The important novelty in this algorithm, with regards to timing, is the pair of accept

(acc) conditions. In Algorithm 18, if a non-zero sample was accepted, it was negated with

probability 1/2. If the sample was zero, it was accepted with probability 1/2. This fact is used

in Algorithm 19 to handle these cases in the same computational step. Line 4 gives the logical
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shortcut to the desired outcome. Before describing this shortcut, a note on constant-time

logical operations follows.

All functions beginning ct_ are constant-time functions which return a 0 or a 1 as an

unsigned integer. As an example, ct_lte(a,b) returns 1 if a≤ b and 0 otherwise. All logical

operations in these algorithms are implemented as bitwise operations on values returned

from these functions. Hence, the logical binary operations can be synthesised in constant

time by bitwise operations restricted to values of 0 and 1. These constant-time functions are

explained in more detail in Section 2.6.

The particular logic of line 4 comes from the fact that the same bit is used to determine if

the case x = 0 is accepted, as is used to determine the sign of non-zero accepted samples.

The logic for accepting is thus (x = 0→ s)∧ (x≤ xi−1), i.e. it is accepted if x = 0 implies s

is true and x≤ xi−1. As P→ Q≡ ¬P∨Q, this gives line 4.

If the accept condition holds, the loop breaks and the sample is returned in line 12. If

it does not hold, the algorithm goes into the rejection phase. The algorithm sends rejected

x = 0 samples through a redundant rejection phase, to prevent a timing attack revealing

such a rejection. Thus, an attacker can know when a sample has been rejected, which is

probably unavoidable with a rejection sampler, but not what the sample was. This is crucial

for ensuring that the state of the underlying CSPRNG is not compromised.

The loop will continue until it breaks, in which case a sample will be returned. A constant-

time select function, ct_select(a, b, c), returns a if c = 0 and b if c = 1. Thus, line 4

converts a sample x ̸= 0 to a negative if the sign bit is set and leaves it alone if not. This

operation will leave an x = 0 sample alone and the sampler will have two possible timings for

an accepted sample and all rejections traverse the same computational path. If the function

ρσ (x) is made constant-time, the Ziggurat sampler is now significantly more robust against

side-channel analysis.
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3.3.2 Constant-Time Gaussian Evaluation

The Ziggurat sampler requires the evaluation of the exponential function to high precision,

which must be done in constant time if it is to be suitable for cryptographic purposes. This

is the fundamental design specification. The exponential function must also preserve, if

not accentuate, many of the advantageous qualities of the Ziggurat sampler. Particularly,

the Ziggurat method offers comparable performance to the CDT and Knuth/Yao samplers,

but at a fraction of the memory consumption [BCG+13]. This quality makes it a desirable

candidate for hardware and embedded lattice-based cryptosystems.

Accordingly, the exponential function must have a small memory footprint, require as few

hardware features ( e.g. floating point arithmetic) as possible and avoid hardware-expensive

division. The 8kB tables of glibc’s standard 128-bit exp() function [GNU18], for example,

would triple the memory required for a 128-bit Ziggurat sampler with 128 rectangles. The

lack of large lookup tables will result in a performance hit. However, there are numerous

areas where at least some of this penalty can be diminished.

For example, the use of unsigned integers instead of floating point types and the replace-

ment of divisions with multiplications should soften the penalty incurred. Combining this

with the fact that the Ziggurat can be tuned so that calls to exp() will be made only for a small

fraction of samples, the performance should remain comparable to that of the competing

samplers.

Several challenges arise from the design criteria:

• Generating multi-precision arithmetic operations from the largest unsigned native

integer types (taken to be 64 bits).

• Avoiding division for rational approximations, where division is a common component.

• Utilising these operations to mimic the floating point operations often used to approxi-

mate real numbers.
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• Maintaining the Ziggurat’s light-weight memory profile, whilst ensuring that the

performance is comparable to other attempts at extending to high σ or λ .

Mathematical Underpinnings

Recall that the Gaussian function is the evaluation of the exponential function over negative

reals. In what follows, let s = 1/2σ2.

Theorem 1. The evaluation of the exponential function f (x′) = exp(x′), ∀x′ ∈ R−0 and

f (x′) ∈ [0,1), can be formulated to output an integer in Zq, where q = 2λ , representing the

numerator of the closest fraction, over q, to f (x′). The problem is transformed to that of

calculating a left shift,

lZ =
(

log2 e · (λ · ln2− s · x2)Z
)
Z, (3.1)

and yχ = exp(χ), for the fractional exponent

χ = ln2 ·
(

log2 e · (λ · ln2− s · x2)Z
)
Q+(λ · ln2− s · x2)Q (3.2)

Proof. The objective is to calculate y′ such that

y′

2λ
≈ y = e−x2/2σ2

, (3.3)

for all x ∈ β+. Changing the denominator of the left hand side to base e and rearranging

gives

y′ = e−x2/2σ2+λ ln2. (3.4)
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Let x′ = −x2/2σ2 and k = x′+ λ ln2, then observe that the range of values input to the

exponential function shifts from −τ2/2≤ x′ ≤ 0 to λ ln2− τ2/2≤ k ≤ λ ln2. For λ = 128

and τ = 13, for example, the range is from ∼ 4.2 to ∼ 88.7. Also, y′ ∈ Z2λ , always.

The new exponent k will consist of an integer part, kZ, and fractional part, kQ. Thus,

ekZ+kQ = ekZ · ekQ (3.5)

= 2kZ log2 e · ekQ , (3.6)

where a change to base 2 is made to convert the integer exponentiation to a shift on the result

of the fractional exponentiation. Before this can be done, the fractional part of kZ log2 e must

be subtracted and added back into the fractional exponentiation.

Let l = kZ log2 e. Hence,

2l = 2lZ ·2lQ (3.7)

= 2lZ · elQ·ln2 (3.8)

and, therefore,

ek = 2lZ · elQ·ln2+kQ. (3.9)

Hence, the final left shift is lZ, and the input to the Gaussian approximation method is

χ = lQ · ln2+ kQ. Here,

k = λ · ln2− s · x2 (3.10)

and

l = kZ · log2 e (3.11)

■
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Theorem 1 shows that the Gaussian function can be approximated with an integer, so

long as a suitable approximation method is used for yχ . Algorithm 21 presents the Gaussian

function explicitly, evaluated at x with s = 1/2σ2 at λ -bit precision.

The design criteria which limits the choice of approximation method the most is the

absence of division. For example, whereas methods such as continued fractions converge

more rapidly, they require division by the input value. As the input values cannot be stored

as precomputed fixed-point fractions, the criteria demands that the algorithm does not divide

by the input. Hence, the only (immediately obvious) choice for the approximation method is

the Taylor series. Theorem 1 is useful because, without converting the integer component

of the exponentiation to a shift, the terms of the Taylor series, although converging, would

contain x to too high a power to efficiently store and process.

Algorithm 21: const_time_gauss(x,s,λ )

1 Require: { fi =
1
i!}

N
i=1 ; // N s.t. fN+1 < 2−λ

2 kZ = (λ · ln2− s · x2)Z;

3 kQ = (λ · ln2− s · x2)Q;

4 lZ =
(
kZ · log2 e

)
Z;

5 lQ =
(
kZ · log2 e

)
Q;

6 χ = lQ · ln2+ kQ ;

7 ψ = eχ ; // By some approximation method.

8 return
(
(ψ ·αe)<< lZ

)
Z;

The exponential function takes, as its fundamental input, a uniformly sampled x ∈ β
+
0

and returns a y ∈ [0,1), to λ bits of precision. This y will be represented as a fraction over 2λ ,

or more precisely, as a λ -bit extended unsigned integer type with the implied denominator

having been accounted for by the operations which act on x. There are three steps: (i)

calculate shift and input to Taylor series, (ii) evaluate the Taylor series and iii) apply shift to

the result of the Taylor series.
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Let fi be an approximation, to p bits of precision, of 1/i!. Hence, the fixed-point Taylor

series is given by

y =
n

∑
i=1

χ
i · fi. (3.12)

Because of the propagation of uncertainty through operations on finite representations of

numbers in R, the constants (such as ln2, the inverse factorials, etc.) are required to have

greater precision than the output precision, λ .

Theorem 2. The precision, p, to which χ and the set of fi must be stored is given by

p = λ + log2

( n

∑
i=1
|i ·χ i−1 · fi|+ |χ i|

)
. (3.13)

Proof. As yχ = ∑
n
i=1 χ i · fi, and has λ bits of precision, the input value χ and the factorial

constants, fi, will be required to have p bits of precision such that δ χ = 2−(p+1) and

δ fi = 2−(p+1). From this it is required that

δ

( n

∑
i=1

χ
i · fi

)
≤ 2−(λ+1). (3.14)

Uncertainty propagates through this expression in the following ways

δ χ i

|χ i|
= |i| · δ χ

|χ|
,

δ (χ i · fi)

|χ i · fi|
=

δ χ i

|χ|
+

δ fi

| fi|
(3.15)
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and, hence,

δ

( n

∑
i=1

χ
i · fi

)
=

n

∑
i=1

δ (χ i · fi) (3.16)

=
n

∑
i=1

(
δ χ i

|χ|
+

δ fi

| fi|

)
· |χ i · fi| (3.17)

=
n

∑
i=1

(
|i| · δ χ

|χ|
+

δ fi

| fi|

)
· |χ i · fi| (3.18)

Substituting in the required uncertainties in terms of λ and p and rearranging gives

2−(λ+1) = 2−(p+1) ·
n

∑
i=1

(
|i ·χ i−1 · fi|+ |χ i|

)
(3.19)

and

p = λ + log2

( n

∑
i=1
|i ·χ i−1 · fi|+ |χ i|

)
. (3.20)

■

Note that the i = 0 term, which goes to 1, contributes nothing to the error and has

furtively disappeared from the analysis. Equation (3.20) gives the precision to which the

inverse factorials must be stored and a similar analysis on the constants used before the Taylor

Series shows that, in total, 32 extra bits would suffice. The reference implementation uses an

extra 64 bits to maintain simplicity in the arbitrary precision arithmetic, so the algorithm can

be further optimised for performance as the Taylor series is the bottleneck of the Gaussian

function and sensitive to the size of the input.

The number of terms, n, is small for values close to the point around which a Taylor

expansion was taken, x = 0 in this case. As this algorithm must exit all iterations as if

it were the worst case n, hence χ must not grow large. Equation (3.20) is monotonically

increasing, but grows to only 2 extra bits for χ between 0 and 1, whereas for χ approaching

2, the required extra bits is above 40. This amounts to extra storage required for the inverse
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factorials and overhead in the most computationally expensive part of the algorithm, in

dealing with the non-zero, increasing integer components χ i.

The potential overflow from converting between base 2 and base e to get Equation (3.9)

should be avoided and it is chosen to allow χ to overflow or underflow, keeping track of this

with a selective multiplication by either 1, 1/e or e. This work proposes a constant-time

solution to this issue with the final Gaussian function defined in Algorithm 22.

Algorithm 22: const_time_gauss_taylor(x,s,λ )

1 Require: { fi =
1
i!}

N
i=1 ; // N s.t. fN+1 < 2−λ

2 x′Z = (s · x2)Z;

3 x′Q = (s · x2)Q;

4 lZ =
(

log2 e · (λ · ln2− x′Z)
)
Z;

5 lQ =
(

log2 e · (λ · ln2− x′Z)
)
Q;

6 χ = lQ · ln2− x′Q;

7 be = 0; // Let be be unsigned.

8 be −= ct_underflow(χ , lQ · ln2, x′Q);

9 t = χ;

10 χ += (λ · ln2)Q;

11 be += ct_overflow(χ , t, (λ · ln2)Q) ;

12 ψ = 1+∑
N
i=1 χ i fi;

13 ce = ct_lt(0, be)∧ ct_lt(be, 0−1) ; // 1 if be = 1

14 αe = ct_select(1, e, ce);

15 ce = ct_lt(1, ce);

16 αe = ct_select(αe, 1/e, ce);

17 return
(
(ψ ·αe)<< lZ

)
Z;

The constant-time underflow and overflow operations adhere to the same logical con-

ventions as described in Section 3.3.1. The function ct_lt is a constant-time < operation

and ct_select is the same as before, although it is now used twice in succession to select

between 1, e or 1/e.
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3.4 Results

Presented here is a discussion on the performance and memory usage of the sampler in

Section 3.4.1, along with a qualitative demonstration that the sampler behaves as expected.

In Section 3.4.2, the side-channel resilience of the sampler is discussed.

3.4.1 Performance and validation

In summary, this chapter proposed a modified Ziggurat method that uses a novel algorithm

for sampling from the discrete Gaussian distribution over the integers, which, it is claimed,

has significantly better resilience to side-channel attacks. The sampler retains its efficiency,

improves upon use of memory resources and is more suitable for application to low-memory

devices and hardware due to the integer arithmetic and lack of division.

Table 4.2 shows the performance and memory profiles of our proposed sampler, as well

as Buchmann’s Ziggurat and a CDT [lib18] implementation. The performance comparisons

are made on x86 architecture as an example of the performance differences, however porting

to other platforms may produce different results. The aim of this thesis is to present the

novel algorithms, which have been designed with the aim of aiding portability, however

experimental results on a range of platforms has been left for future work. The sampler

developed in this chapter is referred to as Ziggurat_O and the original algorithm, proposed by

Buchmann et al. [BCG+13], is referred to as Ziggurat_B. Note that only a slight decrease in

performance is observed, accompanied by improvements of orders of magnitude in memory

use, especially when code is taken into account (as can be seen by the sizes of executables).

The results show significant improvements in the memory consumption of the Ziggurat

sampler. It should be noted that the CDT algorithm has been optimised for both efficiency

and memory, and it is a core component of the Safecrypto library [lib18]. For example, the

full table sizes of the cumulative distribution function for σ = 19600 is a few times the value

given here. The table sizes have been decreased using properties of the Kullback-Leibler
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Sampler Time (ms for Stack and Heap Size of executable (B)
106 samples) Allocations (Max) (B)

Ziggurat_O 1,102 1,200 27,376
Ziggurat_B 1,012 123,000 2,036,608

CDT 320 5,961,000 45,576
Table 3.1 Performance and memory profile of 106 samples at σ = 19600 for our sampler,
Ziggurat_O, Buchmann et al.’s sampler, Ziggurat_B, and the CDT sampler [lib18]. All
measurements were made with a single CPU on an an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU
@ 2.60GHz. Note, the number of rectangles was 64.

divergence of the Gaussian distribution [PDG14]. The Ziggurat’s memory profile is orders of

magnitude better than that of the CDT and its performance is a small factor slower. With the

algorithmic ideas for increasing performance suggested in Section 3.3.1, alongside low-level

optimisations already applied to the CDT sampler (e.g. struct packing), it is expected that

the small factor by which the performance drops can be reduced, possibly to the extent of

becoming a performance gain.

3.4.2 Side Channel Security

A possible attack on the unmodified Ziggurat sampler was referred to in Section 3.3.1, where

the x = 0 sample is readily obtained by the difference in timing of the logic in line 11 of

Algorithm 18 to every other sample. This is seemingly not mentioned elsewhere in the

literature. Furthermore, most implementations of the exponential function are not constant-

time and will perform the approximation over a given, low valued, domain and raise it to a

power dependent on how large the initial exponent was. Large lookup tables are often used to

achieve high performance and, should the exponent match a member exactly, the worst-case

scenario is direct leakage of samples through any timing method.

Typical side-channel protections ensure that operations which depend on secret data are

done in constant time. This is, seemingly, impossible for a rejection sampler. For the Ziggurat

sampler, limiting to two possible paths from beginning to accept/reject is, hence, the best that
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can be done. It is important, however, that if N1 samples took time t1 and N2 samples took

time t2, with N1 << N2, that the attacker does not know to a high degree of certainty what

the N1 samples are. The distribution of samples over N1 and N2 is a variable in the Ziggurat

method, via the selection of rectangles other than the currently performance-optimised choice.

Further research is needed into the setup of the Ziggurat tables, as this research only addresses

the sampling phase. When the algorithm has been optimised sufficiently, tests should be

carried out on how the timing distribution changes with the setup, and number, of rectangles.

Further to the more general timing attacks, the “Flush, Gauss and Reload” attack

[BHLY16] is a topic of on-going research for which the solutions must be tested on the

Ziggurat method. Any possible non-uniformity in the accessing of table elements can lead to

cache misses and timing leakage. However, the attack requires the attacker to have shared

cache space and this is not immediately typical of constrained systems. The authors of

the paper give a particular solution for the attack on the Ziggurat sampler, by accessing

infrequently used table elements to avoid cache misses, but not actually using the data.

General solutions also exist to counter this attack. One such solution was proposed by

Saarinen [Saa17], whereby the samples are shuffled and the particular samples for which a

timing difference can be made are obscured. An analysis of the shuffling method was carried

out by Pessl [Pes16] and improvements were made to the security of the countermeasures.

It is suggested by the authors of the Flush-Gauss-Reload paper that the Knuth/Yao

and CDT samplers be implemented in constant time to counter the attack. In contrast,

the suggested countermeasures for the Ziggurat sampler amount to two more (blind) load

operations with every sample, which is both negligible compared to the operations already

being performed and significantly less expensive than implementing the Ziggurat in constant

time. It is argued here, however, that the sampler should also be secure against attacks from

direct timing measurements of operations, before countermeasures against cache attacks can

be facilitated.
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3.5 Conclusion

This chapter proposed a discrete Gaussian sampler using the Ziggurat method, which, it is

claimed, significantly reduces its vulnerability to side-channel cryptanalysis, particularly

timing attacks. Our research improves the Ziggurat sampler’s memory consumption by

more than a factor of 100 and maintains its efficiency under the new security constraints.

Compared with the CDT sampler, the Ziggurat is nearly 5,000 times less memory-intensive.

A significant amount of work has been carried out on making the sampler more portable and

lightweight, as well as less reliant on hardware or software features, such as floating-point

arithmetic and extended precision integers. The result is a sampler which is notably more

suitable for use in practice, due to its portability and lack of dependencies, and as a research

tool, for its self-contained implementation of the low-level components which make up the

entire sampler.

The Ziggurat method is an optimal choice for sampling Gaussian distributions with high

standard deviation, as the performance and memory consumption remain constant with an

increase in this parameter. The work in this chapter left this property unchanged whilst

increasing the resiliency of the sampler significantly against timing attacks. With the use of

countermeasures, this sampler is a secure option for Gaussian sampling in LBC.

In the next chapter, another method for sampling distributions with high standard de-

viation, with no cost to performance or memory consumption, is investigated. This is the

Box-Muller method described in Section 2.3.1. With some novel design choices, the next

chapter works towards the development of a sampler which has desirable properties for

increased standard derivation, but which is completely secure against side channels and,

hence, does not require countermeasures against them.





Chapter 4

Secure Box-Muller with CORDIC

Architecture

4.1 Introduction

It is broadly true that encryption schemes using discrete Gaussian sampling (DGS) require

only a low value for the standard deviation σ . However, as was shown in [ADPS15], in the

New Hope KEM [ADPS16], a binomial sampler is sufficient for most applications of low σ .

Binomial sampling can be carried simply and efficiently and is naturally memory-sequential

and constant-time (MS/CT). Where binomial distributions cannot be used, the low standard

deviation required can still be sampled efficiently by a secured, MS/CT, discrete Gaussian

sampler. Therefore, the attention of research remains mostly on digital signatures.

The current state-of-the-art in Gaussian sampling consists of two samplers. The first is

the fast, compact, and constant-time (FACCT) sampler by Zhao et al [ZSS19]. This sampler

achieves the fastest benchmarks for sampling, but with the use of SIMD intrinsics. Without

this vectorised acceleration, the algorithm is somewhat slower than the algorithm used for

comparison in this chapter. It is therefore not compared to in this chapter, as the better

comparison is with the most efficient portable algorithm.
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The algorithm compared to in this thesis is the Knuth-Yao sampler adapted by Karmakar

et al. [KRR+18]. It is MS/CT and relatively fast, given these constraints. However, the

Knuth-Yao sampler is known to have time and space complexities which grow rapidly with

standard deviation. The effect is to render Knuth-Yao, on its own, impractical for digital

signatures.

The advice, therefore, is to use it as a base sampler in Micciancio and Walter’s algorithm

[MW17], which uses Gaussian convolution methods to generate samples with large standard

deviation from samples with a smaller one. This replaces the quickly growing complexities

with slower ones. As the complexity is not constant for these algorithms, the less-researched

Box-Muller method offers possible advancements in this area.

This thesis builds on the work of Hülsing et al. [HLS18] who proved that sampling

from a continuous Gaussian distribution and rounding the result is as secure as DGS, for

lattice-based signature schemes based on rejection sampling. The paper is a theoretical

contribution, i.e. it shows that the rounded Gaussian distribution is a secure replacement for

the discrete kind in the dense theory of lattices. Although it comes with an implementation

of the Box-Muller algorithm, used for continuous Gaussian sampling, this implementation

calls the math functions ln, cos, sin and square root of a C++ SIMD library using floating

point data types. It is not a constant-time implementation and the library has not been built

with security in mind.

Moreover, the library used by the paper does not calculate the elementary functions in

constant time. In other words, the elementary functions are a black box in the paper, from

a security perspective, and the performance metrics of SIMD instructions do not compare

fairly to the rest of the literature, as admitted in the paper.

But these and other problems, including the use of floating-point arithmetic (see [ANB+18]

for why this is an issue), result in the secure evaluation of the Box-Muller functions being an

open problem in LBC. The transformative nature of Box-Muller, making it a prime candidate
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for constant-time sampling, along with the ease at which higher standard deviations are

reached compared with discrete sampling, warrant that the method be investigated to the

same extent as the discrete case. This requires that the field of LBC has explicit, portable

and secure algorithms in native C using only integers and fixed-point precision, for every

function call or subprocess.

The Box-Muller (BM) algorithm [BM58], derived in Section 2.3.1, is a transformation

on two uniform random variables, u1 and u2:

v1 =
√
−2ln(u1) · cos(2πu2) (4.1)

and

v2 =
√
−2ln(u1) · sin(2πu2). (4.2)

The first, and common, term in these expressions is the inverse of the Gaussian function

with unit standard deviation and zero mean. Combined with two sinusoidal random variables

π radians out of phase, this inverse Gaussian random variable produces a pair of random

variables distributed according to a Gaussian distribution.

The Box-Muller algorithm has several advantages. It is lightweight, requiring no memory

on top of what is needed for function evaluation and, more importantly for security optimi-

sation, its sampling procedure consists of a transformation from two uniformly distributed

samples to two Gaussian samples and, thus, is constant-time provided that the underlying

functions are also constant-time.

All that remains is for the evaluation of the transcendental functions in Equation (4.1) and

Equation (4.2) to be implemented in constant-time. This chapter proposes a novel variation

of the coordinate rotation digital computer (CORDIC) family of algorithms for their secure

evaluation.
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The CORDIC algorithms were originally proposed in the 1950s [Vol59, Wal71] and have

a wide variety of use-cases. Variations on the parameters and running mode can evaluate

trigonometric and hyperbolic functions, square roots, multiplications, divisions, logarithms

and exponentials. These operations can be evaluated with the use of just addition/subtraction

and bitwise shifts. The family of algorithms has thus seen widespread application in hardware

where spatial resources are limited, for example in pocket calculators. As hardware has

become more advanced and cheaper, these algorithms have become more obsolete. However,

their use is worthy of investigation for the secure Box-Muller sampling algorithm for a

number of reasons. The versatility of the algorithms allow all of the Box-Muller functions to

be evaluated. Furthermore, they are mostly iterative with path divergences which are made

sequential in this chapter.

This chapter presents a novel algorithm for sampling rounded Gaussians via the Box

Muller method, including proposals for the MS/CT evaluation of the transcendental functions

involved. It is the first investigation, to the best of the author’s knowledge, into the secure

implementation of samplers drawing from rounded continuous distributions as a mechanism

for sampling with high standard deviation and arbitrary centre. The method chosen for

evaluating the Box-Muller functions is the CORDIC family of algorithms, which has several

attractive qualities for our purposes. For example, the CORDIC architecture can be used to

calculate all the necessary functions with tuned input parameters and modes of operation.

Two of these functions, cos and sin, can be evaluated simultaneously with one iteration of

CORDIC. Furthermore, the algorithm is sequential in its memory access and algorithmically

constant-time - so long as the novel, secure paradigm of operation, outlined in this chapter, is

adhered to.

The CORDIC algorithm is modified to carry out secure evaluation of the target functions,

while maintaining a practical level of efficiency and doing so with a lightweight memory

profile. All logical and comparative procedures use constant-time idioms, no floating-point
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arithmetic is used and it is expected to be resilient to conventional timing side-channel

attacks.

The sampler, being discretised by rounding a continuous distribution, is a more generic

approach to reaching higher standard deviations than applying Micciancio and Walters convo-

lution methods, as the steps involved are much simpler and require less overhead. An example

of where this becomes an issue is on platforms with no hardware-accelerated cryptographic

primitives. The requirement of combining several samples into one sample means multiple

calls to the CSPRNG, which has significant cost with no hardware acceleration.

The proposed sampler has a one-to-one mapping from uniform samples to Gaussian

samples, which is true for all values of standard deviation. The performance of the Box-Muller

algorithm, therefore, does not incur as large a penalty as that of the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-

Walters approach, on platforms with no hardware-accelerated cryptographic random number

generation.

Large values of the standard deviation parameter are the focus of this thesis, but it should

also be noted that the Micciancio/Walters construction requires further calls to the base

sampler, and more convolution, when the distribution is centred between integers. The

complexity grows with the precision of the centre. The rounded Gaussian method, of this

thesis, only requires that the new centre be added to each sample. For the most generic

distributions, therefore, there is a strong case for investigating the Box-Muller approach.

A comparison is made between the algorithm presented in this chapter and the Knuth/Yao

implementation of Karmakar et al. [KRR+18], in Section 4.4, and shows that Box-Muller

sampling has competitive performance and memory usage with the ensemble of Karmakar

et al. [KRR+18] and Micciancio/Walter [MW17], for particular application and domain

areas. This is achieved with a proof-of-concept implementation used to demonstrate the

potential of the Box-Muller sampler as a competitive alternative to sampling the discrete

Gaussian distribution. Areas where the method is favourable are explored and the next
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steps for consolidating and expanding its applicability are identified. It should be noted

that the algorithms of this chapter could be optimised further, through adjustments to the

algorithm itself and by refining the code of the implementation. The result is a first look at

the Box-Muller method with attention to side-channel security.

The CORDIC architecture is described in Section 4.2. The fundamental arithmetic

functions used throughout the research are defined in Section 4.3.1. The following subsections

contain the novel contributions of this chapter. In Section 4.3.2, the mechanism for executing

constant-time, sequential coordinate vector rotations is set out. The Box-Muller functions

are evaluated on a reduced domain using a secure CORDIC based on these constant-time

rotations. The secure cos and sin functions are described in Section 4.3.3 and the secure

natural log and square root are described in Section 4.3.4. These functions are restored

to the desired range in Section 4.3.5. The performance and memory consumption of the

sampler are assessed and in Section 4.4 the results are compared with the state-of-the-art

Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters sampler. The logic operations in this chapter follow the C

convention of notation.

The work in this chapter first appeared in the published proceedings of the 19th Interna-

tional Conference on Cryptology and Network Security (CANS 2020) [BORK20].

4.2 The CORDIC Architecture

CORDIC is shorthand for coordinate rotation digital computer. It is a family of algorithms

designed for hardware implementations of the types of function evaluation of interest here,

typically to be used in calculators. It is a serial, iterative method and the number of iterations

depends only on the precision. This chapter follows the algorithms described in [Wal71].

The functions cos and sin can be evaluated with one round of CORDIC in rotation mode,

described below, under the Euclidean notion of rotation. Natural log can be evaluated with
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one round of CORDIC in vectoring mode under hyperbolic rotation. The square root requires

a further round of the latter regime.

The algorithms make transformations to the x and y coordinates of the input vector, using

only additions or subtractions and bit shifts. This does not amount to an actual rotation, under

either geometry, as the radius does not transform accordingly. The transformations, often

referred to as pseudo-rotations, are

xi+1 = xi +myiδi (4.3)

and

yi+1 = yi− xiδi. (4.4)

Here, m is 1 if the geometry is Euclidean, referred to as circular mode. For hyperbolic

mode, m =−1. The variable δi is chosen to be equal to 2−i, in order to avoid multiplication

and improve performance. The x0, y0 and θ0 (described below) are all chosen to produce

correct output values. The two (non-geometric) modes of execution used in this setting are

the vectoring and rotation modes. They can be composed with the two geometric modes,

hyperbolic and circular.

Rotation mode involves beginning on the x-axis (y0 = 0) and rotating towards a final

vector, as is shown in Figure 4.1. The angle θ0 is initialised so that rotations towards the

final vector brings the θ iteration variable to a final value negligibly close to 0. θ usually

represents the input value to the function of interest in vectoring mode.

In vectoring mode, the initial vector is not on the x-axis (but in quadrants 1 or 4) and is

rotated towards it. This is shown in Figure 4.2. Hence, y is the variable which, when brought

to zero, determines the end of the iterations, in this mode. The input to the function is usually

parameterised between x0 and y0.
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The angle, θ , and radius, R, vary along with the transformations according to

θi+1 = θi−αi, (4.5)

where

αi =


tan−1(2−i) circular/rotation mode

− tanh−1(2−i) hyperbolic/vectoring mode
(4.6)

and

Ri+1 = Ri ·Ki. (4.7)

Here, Ki is the factor by which each rotation step is out from being a true radius-preserving

rotation. Hence,

Ki =
√

1+m ·δ 2
i (4.8)

and, because this only depends on i, the refactoring of the radius can be done in one

multiplication, if needed. The resultant factor is

Kn =
n−1

∏
i=0

Ki. (4.9)

The rotations become increasingly smaller and are always towards the final vector. So,

when the ith vector takes a step in the direction of v and passes it, the (i+1)th rotates in the

opposite direction and converges to the final vector v. This involves adding where previously

there was subtraction, and vice versa. Hence, the procedure for adjusting the direction of

rotation must be made constant-time, as addition and subtraction are not the same operation

on computer hardware.
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The algorithm, in general, transforms input vectors
(
x0,y0,θ0

)T to output vectors
(
xn,yn,θn

)T .

There are two initialisations of CORDIC of importance in this work. The first, namely cir-

cular/rotation mode, approximates the sin and cos functions to n bits of precision, using

n rotations as described above. The initial and final conditions are shown by the vector

transformation in Equation (4.10).


1/Kn

0

θ

 CORDIC−−−−−→
circ/rot


cosθ

sinθ

0

 , (4.10)

Fig. 4.1 Cordic in Circular/Rotation mode: Euclidean rotations from the initial vector on the
x-axis, with norm 1/Kn, to a vector θ radians away. This yields the cosine and sine functions
between 0 and π/2, in the x and y positions.

The second set of initial conditions, for hyperbolic/vectoring mode, allows the calculation

of both the square root and natural log functions. However, it is necessary to parameterise the

intended input to this algorithm (let this be w) differently for each function, to obtain initial

vectors with which the correct final vectors are computed. The general procedure is shown
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in the vector transformation in Equation (4.10), but to calculate
√

w, let x0 = w+ 1
4 and

y0 = w− 1
4 , and to calculate lnw, let x0 = w+1 and y0 = w−1. For the latter, the identity

lnw = 2tanh−1(y/x) is needed.


x0

y0

0

 CORDIC−−−−−→
hyp/vect


√

x2
0− y2

0

0

tanh−1(y0/x0)

 (4.11)

Fig. 4.2 Cordic in Hyperbolic/Vectoring mode: Rotations in hyperbolic geometry from an
arbitrary vector to the positive x axis yield these values for vn. For lnw initialise x = w+1
and y = w−1. For

√
w initialise x = w+ 1

4 and x = w− 1
4 .

While there may exist a set of conditions for hyperbolic/vectoring mode which calculates

the composite function
√
−2lnx, the parameterisation means the two functions must be

calculated sequentially in this setting.

The domains of convergence for these algorithms are limited and the following identities

are used to expand the accessible domain to meet the needs of high precision Box-Muller

sampling.
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To calculate the two trigonometric functions for angles between 0 and 2π , as is needed for

Box-Muller, the CORDIC algorithm is used on a reduced angle between 0 and π

2 according

to

sin
(

Q
π

2
+D

)
=



sinD if Q mod 4 = 0

cosD if Q mod 4 = 1

−sinD if Q mod 4 = 2

−cosD if Q mod 4 = 3

|D|< π

2
(4.12)

and

cos
(
Q

π

2
+D

)
=



cosD if Q mod 4 = 0

sinD if Q mod 4 = 1

−cosD if Q mod 4 = 2

−sinD if Q mod 4 = 3

|D|< π

2
. (4.13)

Similarly, the range reduction for the hyperbolic tangent and square root functions proceed

according to

tanh−1 (1−M2E)= tanh−1 (T )+(E/2) ln2 0.17 < T < 0.75, (4.14)

where T =
(
2−M−M2−E)/(2+M−M2−E) for 0.5≤M < 1 and E ≥ 1, and

√
M2E =


2

E
2
√

M if E mod 2 = 0

2
E+1

2
√

M/2 if E mod 2 = 1


0.5≤M < 1

0.25≤M/2 < 0.5
(4.15)
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4.3 Secure CORDIC Algorithm

This section details the proposed secure version of the CORDIC algorithm in C-style pseu-

docode. The algorithm is capable of using arbitrarily high-precision fixed-point data types,

in multiples of 64 bits. Unsigned 64-bit integer arrays are used for this fixed-point rep-

resentation. The variable size denotes the number of such integers contained in the array,

which depends on the precision to be used. The fixed point representation is little endian.

Where possible, 32-bit unsigned integers are used for carrying out operations and some of

the functions used have 32-bit, 64-bit and 64-bit-array versions.

4.3.1 Fundamental Arithmetic

The algorithm and implementation are MS/CT, giving high assurance that they are secure

against side-channel attacks. Therefore, all logic must be carried out by changing values of

the same sequential memory addresses, as opposed to selecting memory addresses containing

different values. Hence, constructs such as if/else or the ternary operator must be replaced

with these sequential functions.

The CORDIC algorithm, described in Chapter 4, can be viewed as a series of additions

and subtractions on the three variables x,y and θ . In each mode combination used in this

setting, one of these variables is driven to zero and will cross it repeatedly, becoming closer

on each iteration. For circular/rotation mode, that variable is θ , which keeps track of the

angle between the initial and final vectors, and for hyperbolic/vectoring mode it is y which is

driven towards zero which is parameterised on the input.

The variable crossing zero must be subtracted from, if it is greater than zero, and added

to, if it is less than zero. As this needs to be done wholly sequentially, so that memory

access does not depend on input, and in constant time, the main challenge is synthesising a

procedure which can add and subtract with a single add or subtract operation.
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The approach used here relies on the fact that, for example, subtracting one fixed-point

number from another can be done by adding the signed representation of that number, i.e. the

two’s complement. The same can be done for addition with a subtract operator. By allowing

the variable to overflow and underflow in this way, but keeping track of the sign in a separate

variable, the constant-time change in direction can be implemented.

In what follows, the ct_ prefix indicates constant-time, although all functions are. The

prefix fp_ indicates a function on a multi-precision fixed-point data type. The letter u

followed by a 64 or 32 denotes an unsigned integer data type with that many bits.

Here, some of the less verbose, and more fundamental, algorithms used in this work are

listed. They serve as a reminder to their more complete descriptions in Section 2.6.

• ct_lt_uX(x,y) returns x < y where X is the number of bits, 64 or 32, of x and y.

Evaluates x∧ ((x∧ y) |((x− y)∧ y))>> X−1.

• ct_gt_uX(x,y) returns x > y by evaluating ct_lt_uX(y,x).

• ct_select(c,a,b,bit) evaluates c = bit?a : b, where a, b and c can be fixed-point ar-

rays or unsigned native integers, by c[i] = (mask&(a[i]∧b[i]))∧b[i], for each element

in the array or once for native integers. The mask variable is initialised as −bit.

• overflow(r,a,b) returns the overflow when the operands a and b are added to give r,

by evaluating

ct_lt_uX(r,ct_select_uX(a,b,ct_lt_uX(a,b))).

• underflow(r,a) returns the underflow of r = a−b by evaluating

ct_gt_uX(r,a).

• fp_sub(c,a,b,size) subtracts u64 arrays a and b to give c by initialising borrow = 0;

and evaluating t = a[i]−b[i]; tborrow= underflow(t,a[i]); c[i] = t−borrow; borrow=

tborrow|underflow(c[i], t); for all elements in the arrays. It then returns borrow.
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• fp_add(c,a,b,size) carries out a similar routine to fp_sub using overflow instead of

underflow and returns the 1 or 0 to carry.

• fp_lsh_by_one(out,x,size) essentially doubles x and writes it to the variable out. It

initialises carry=0 and computes out[i] = (x[i]<< 1)+ carry;

carry = (x[i]&1 << 63)>> 63; for each array element.

• fp_mul(c,a,b,size_a,size_b) multiplies a and b, but can take different sizes for each

input.

• cond_inc(x,cond,size) conditionally increments x and overwrites it.

Algorithm 23: fp_rsh_non_word(out,x,a,w,size)
Input :x : u64 array to be shifted

a : amount to shift by mod 64,

w : # of whole u64s to shift by

size: Number of u64 blocks in arrays

Output :out = x >> (64 · l +a)

1 carry = 0

2 i = w

3 while (i < size−1) do
4 carry = x[i+1]<< (64− amt)

5 out[i−w] = (x[i]>> amt)+ carry

6 i++

7 out[i− l] = x[size−1]>> amt

8 for ( i = size−w; i < size; i++ ) do
9 out[i] = 0

Also required is a right shift function, fp_rsh(), which is not constant-time because its

use in the algorithms throughout do not require it to be. The function calls another, named

fp_rsh_word(), when the number of bits to shift by is a multiple of 64. This is done by

copying u64 words down the array. If the number of bits is not a multiple of 64, it calls the
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fp_rsh_non_word() function. Only the latter function is shown here in Algorithm 23. The

fp_rsh() function takes the same arguments as this and the fp_rsh_word() function drops

the argument a. All uses of the right-shift function are sequential in nature (the same values

of a and w are input at the same stage of each iteration) and the different paths do not depend

on secret data.

These functions form the basis of the algorithms for evaluating all the Box-Muller

functions. The algorithms described thus far are all very well suited to applications in

hardware, as well as the application here: constant-time, sequential compilation in software.

The methods described in Sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.4, which follow, are all well-suited to use

cases where hardware or resource is expensive, requiring no multiplication and low code and

memory space.

4.3.2 Constant-Time, Sequential Rotations

Algorithm 24 shows how the x, y and θ arrays are adjusted in the main procedure for the

sequential and constant-time evaluation of the CORDIC algorithm.

Algorithm 24: adjust_rotation(x,y,θ ,change,size)
Input :x,y,θ : u64 arrays

change : bool
size: Number of u64 blocks in arrays

Output :x,y,θ : rotated coordinates
1 xmask = ct_select_u64(0−1, 0, change)
2 ymask = ct_select_u64(0−1, 0, change)
3 θmask = ct_select_u64(0−1, 0, change)
4 for (i = 0; i < size; i++) do
5 x[i] = x[i] ∧ xmask
6 y[i] = y[i] ∧ ymask
7 θ [i] = θ [i] ∧θmask
8 cond_inc(x, change, size)
9 cond_inc(y, change, size)

10 cond_inc(θ , change, size)
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Given a boolean value change, determined by the θ variable in circular/rotation mode

and the y variable in hyperbolic/vectoring mode, the adjust_rotation function ensures that

the values to be added or subtracted are converted to their two’s complement, or not. This

drives the rotation in constant time. Declared here, without detail, are two functions almost

identical to adjust_rotation, but which either allow two fixed-point variables to be adjusted

independently of each other, or allow one such variable to be adjusted. These are the

xy_adjust(x, y, Sx, Sy, size) and y_adjust(y, Sy, size) functions, with x and y, the fixed-

point numbers to be made conditionally two’s-complement, of type u64[] and Sx and Sy, the

sign variables, encoding those conditions.

The convention used to keep track of this sign variable is to let it be represented with a

u32 data type. Then, the state of being below zero can be assigned to the maximum possible

value of this data type and the state of being above is assigned to zero. It is required, for the

cos and sin functions, to allow Sθ to be 1, representing that the θ value is positive, but also

≥ 1. This is an edge case, being only permissible at the beginning and for certain inputs,

those close to the maximum π

2 (after reduction to first quadrant).

The algorithm must detect edge cases and deal with them in constant time. These edge

cases are slightly different for the two modes used. In coordinate/rotation (C/R) mode, the x

and y variables sometimes fall below zero, despite the initial and average conditions being

in the first quadrant. When this happens, the right shift cannot occur without first using

xy_adjust before and after it.

In hyperbolic/vectoring (H/V) mode, the y variable crosses zero by design, but the x

remains positive. The former, hence, uses y_adjust while the latter uses the x_shift_int

in Algorithm 25, which deals with the x value now being able to cross 1 and the possible

integer value which is not accounted for in the x shift in Algorithm 27.

Each mode has its own constraints based around the values denoted as change, Sx, Sy and

Sθ , which determine the sign and/or the possible integer part of a value.
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Algorithm 25: x_shift_int(x,cond, i, j,size)
Input :x : u64 arrays

cond: value of integer
i, j: indexes in main algorithm loop
size: Number of u64 blocks in arrays

Output :x : Accounts for missing integer in shift
1 return x[size-1-i] += 1 << (63 - ( j - 1 - cond))

xoverflow change Sxi−1 Sxi
1/0 1/0 0 0
1 0 0 1
0 1 1 0
1 1 1 1

yoverflow change Syi−1 Syi
1/0 1/0 0 0
0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 0 1 1

Table 4.1 The allowed states for the circular/rotation Cordic variables by which the signs of x
(left table) and y (right table) are controlled.

4.3.3 Reduced Cos and Sin algorithm

The edge conditions for the C/R mode occur when the rotated vector passes either from

quadrant 1 to 2, or from quadrant 1 to 4, in which cases the x and y, respectively, fall below

zero. The logic tables detailing the possible situations are shown in Table 4.1. The possible

sign values, e.g. Sx, do not map in an obvious way to the value which tells us whether the

operation on, say, x overflowed. The overflow variable is denoted with a subscript.

The algorithm for calculating cos and sin between 0 and π/2 is as shown in Algorithm 26.

The table containing the value of tan−1(2−i) in the ith index is called cordic_circ_table. The

x value is initialised to the inverse of Kn, described in Equations (4.8) and (4.9), and y is

initialised to zero. As input, a number is generated uniformly between zero and π

2 , while the

fixed-point, fractional component becomes θ and the integer component becomes Sθ .

Determining the logic that controls the signs of x, y and θ is not a straightforward

process. It is more easily ascertained through the logic tables and results in logic which is

more complicated for C/R mode than for H/V mode. The change condition to determine

the direction of rotation is, in the C/R case, 1, if the sign of θ is the value obtained by the
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subtraction 0−1, and 0, otherwise. A variable named gtz is set up to control when the amount

to be subtracted from Sθ goes to zero. This way, the value to be subtracted can synthesise

addition from the subtraction operation, in constant time, and Sθ can switch between the

values −1 (unsigned, θ < 0), 0 (θ ≥ 0) and 1 (1≤ θ < π

2 ).

4.3.4 Reduced Natural Logarithm and Square Root Functions

The algorithms in this section work similarly to those in Section 4.3.3. The core differences

are that y is now the variable driven to zero and the add and subtract operations on the x and

y coordinates are now aligned, whereas previously they were anti-aligned. The use-case of

this algorithm loses the advantage of being able to calculate each function concurrently, as

the result of one is input to the other, however there are several favourable factors which help

to limit the overhead caused by this, as explained.

The square root function relies on keeping the transformed x coordinate. Thus, the

transformations can be done without heed of the angle θ and all of its operations. This

function also benefits from converging in half the number of iterations required for the others.

Although the natural logarithm does not have these advantageous properties (e.g. it is the

transformation of θ and requires all 3 variables), both functions in this section have simpler,

and more performant, logic than those in the previous section.

It is necessary to find ln(w) where 0.5≤w < 1. Initialisation is parameterised in this case,

as w is transformed into both x and y. Algorithm 27 shows how this function is evaluated.

The square root is the same algorithm as Algorithm 27, except for the initialisations of x and

y, which add and subtract the fixed-point representation of one quarter, respectively. Only

the x may overflow, but, if it does, it is a definite change of value, not a synthesised operation

utilising the overflow. Hence, it is easily dealt with. The inner for loop runs only up to and

including 32, for the square root function.
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Algorithm 26: fp_cos_sin(x,y,θ ,Sθ ,size)
Input :x,y,θ : fixed-point u64 arrays

x = 1/Kcirc, y = 0, u $← Uλ

(0, π

2 )

Sθ = ⌊u⌋ : u32 theta sign counter
θ = u−Sθ : u64[]
size: Number of u64 blocks in arrays

Output :x = cos(θ),y = sin(θ) : fixed-point u64 arrays
1 for (i = 0; i < size ; i++) do
2 for ( j = 0; j < 64; j++) do
3 k = i ·63+ j
4 θbuf = cordic_circ_table[k]
5 xbuf = x
6 ybuf = y
7 xy_adjust(xbuf, ybuf, Sx, Sy, size)
8 fp_rsh(xbuf, xbuf, j, i, size)
9 fp_rsh(ybuf, ybuf, j, i, size)

10 xy_adjust(xbuf, ybuf, Sx, Sy, size)
11 change = ct_eq_u32(Sθ , 0xffffffff)
12 adjust_rotation(xbuf, ybuf, θbuf, change, size)
13 xoverflow = fp_sub(x,x, ybuf, size)
14 yoverflow = Sx
15 Sx = (ct_eq_u32(change, xoverflow) & Sx) |

((xoverflow ∧ change) & ∼ Sx) & (∼ Sy & 1)
16 xoverflow = yoverflow
17 yoverflow = fp_add(y, y, xbuf, size)
18 Sy = (ct_eq_u32(change, yoverflow) & Sy) |

((yoverflow ∧ change) & ∼Sy) & (∼ xoverflow & 1)
19 θoverflow = fp_sub(xbuf, θ ,θbuf, size)
20 fp_copy(θ , xbuf, size)
21 θ ′overflow = ∼ θoverflow & 1
22 gtz = (θoverflow & 1) & ((Sθ & (1 << 31)) >> 31)
23 gtz |= (θ ′overflow & 1) & ∼ (Sθ & 1)
24 θoverflow = θoverflow − θ ′overflow
25 θoverflow = ct_select_u32(0, θoverflow, gtz)
26 θoverflow =

ct_select_u32(1, θoverflow, ct_eq_u32(Sθ , 1))
27 Sθ −= θoverflow
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Algorithm 27: fp_ln(ln, w, size)
Input : w: u64[]

size: Number of u64 blocks in arrays
Output : ln: u64[]

1 x = w
2 y = w
3 θ = 0
4 change= 1
5 Sx = 0
6 Sy = 1
7 for ( i = 0; i < size ; i++) do
8 for (j = 1; j≤ 64; , j++) do
9 k = i∗63+ j

10 xbuf = x
11 ybuf = y
12 θbuf = cordic_hyp_table[k]
13 y_adjust( ybuf, Sy, size)
14 fp_rsh(xbuf, xbuf, j, i, size)
15 fp_rsh(ybuf, ybuf, j, i, size)
16 y_adjust( ybuf, Sy, size)
17 x_shift_int(xbuf, Sx, i, j, size)
18 adjust_rotation(xbuf, ybuf, θbuf, change, size)
19 xoverflow = fp_sub(x,x, ybuf, size)
20 yoverflow = fp_sub(y,y, xbuf, size)
21 θoverflow = fp_add(θ ,θ , θbuf, size)
22 change = yoverflow
23 y_sign = yoverflow

4.3.5 Range Restoration and Full Sampler

To summarise, in Sections 4.3.2 to 4.3.4 it was demonstrated how the Box-Muller functions

can be calculated by the CORDIC algorithm in constant time with side-channel security

ensured. The latter part of Chapter 4 outlined the identities to be used in range reduction and

restoration, whereby the input is mapped to a (convergent) subset and the output mapped

back to the full, desired set. The task is now to implement constant-time transformations of

Equations (4.12) to (4.15).
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As a reminder, the main CORDIC algorithms operate on the domains (0, π

2 ] in C/R mode,

(0.5,1] for natural log and square root, the latter only if the input is even, and for odd square

root input, (0.25,0.75]. Recall also Equation (4.1) and Equation (4.2), the equations for

the Box-Muller transformation. Expressing these succinctly and letting g(x) = −2ln(x),

h(x) =
√

x, X(x) = cos(x), Y (x) = sin(x) and f (x) = h(g(x)), gives

v1 = f (u1)X(u2) (4.16)

and

v2 = f (u1)Y (u2). (4.17)

Algorithm 28: cordic_xy(x, y, u2 size)
Input :u2: u64 [size]

Output :x, y: u64 [size]

Sx, Sy: u32

1 Q = cordic_reduction_circ (u2, size)

2 fp_mul(wred, u2, 2π , size, size+1)

3 Sθ = ⌊wred⌋
4 fp_cos_sin ( x, y, wred + size, Sθ , size)

5 return cordic_restoration_circ (x, y, Q, size)

Algorithm 28 describes the full algorithm for the secure evaluation of cos and sin. The

random fixed-point value 0 < u2 ≤ 1 is reduced to a value between 0 and 1
4 , as described in

Algorithm 30, and multiplied by 2π , using a fixed-point algorithm similar to the addition

and subtraction, before being input to the main CORDIC algorithm of Algorithm 26. The

quadrant Q is obtained by the reduction and used to restore the output value to the original

range, described in Algorithm 33. In Algorithm 29, the exponent E is obtained from the

reduction of u1 and used to restore the output of the main CORDIC for natural log. The

reduction and restoration algorithms for natural log can be seen in Algorithms 31 and 34.
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Algorithm 29: cordic_f( f , u1, size)
Input :u1: u64 [size]

Output : f : u64 [size]

1 E = cordic_reduction_ln(u1, size)

2 fp_ln( f , u1, size)

3 y_adjust( f , 1, size)

4 fp_lsh_one(u1, f , size)

5 wZ = cordic_restoration_ln ( f , E, size)

6 E = cordic_reduction_sqrt ( f , wZ, size)

7 fp_sqrt( f , u1, size)

8 cordic_restoration_sqrt ( f , E, size)

The reduction and restoration of square root are slightly different and involve Algorithms 32

and 35.

The circular reduction of Algorithm 30 iterates through the quadrants and determines

which one the value lies in and the amount by which it overflows. The reduction algorithms

for natural log and square root require Algorithms 36 and 37, which calculate the mantissa

and exponent in constant-time.

Algorithm 30: cordic_reduction_circ (w, size)
Input :w: u64 [size]

Output :w: u64 [size]

quadrant: u32

1 quadzero = 0

2 for ( i = 0; i < 4; i++) do
3 quadrant += ct_gt_u64(w[size-1], quadzero)

4 quadzero += 1
4

5 fp_sub(w, w, 1
4∗quadrant, size)

6 return quadrant
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Algorithm 31: cordic_reduction_ln (w, size)
Input :w: u64 [size]

Output :w: u64 [size]

E: u32

1 E = count_leading_zeroes (w, size)

2 calc_mantissa(w, E, size)

3 return E

Algorithm 32: sqrt_reduction(w, wZ, size)
Input :w: u64 [size]

wZ: u64, integer component

Output :w: u64 [size]

E: u32

1 lz = count_leading_zeroes(&wZ, 1)

2 E = 64− lz

3 fp_rsh(w, w, E, size)

4 w[size-1] += wZ << lz

5 E ′ = E

6 E += (E&1)

7 E >>= 1

8 fp_rsh(buf, w, 1, size)

9 ct_select(w, buf, w, size, E ′&1)

10 return E

The cos and sin are restored by swapping pointers using the masking select function

and constant-time logic. Lines 3 and 4 of Algorithm 33 encapsulate the logic of swapping

the functions and determining the signs, which are stored in the lowest two bits of a u64.

The novel count_leading_zeros() function presented in Algorithm 36 builds on the

binary search steps in Equation (4.18), which shows the case where the number of bits

n = 64, to eliminate the branching, input-dependent memory accesses and possible timing

variations. These steps work by initially checking that the most significant 32 bits of the input

x is not a string of zeros and, hence, that the leading zero index is in the most significant
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Algorithm 33: cordic_restoration_circ(x, y, Q, size)
Input :x y: u64∗∗

Q: u32

Output :x y: u64 ∗∗
Sx Sy: u32

1 xtempptr = ∗x
2 ytempptr = ∗y
3 swap_funcs = Q&1

4 ret = (Q&2)>> 1

5 ∗x =(u64 ∗)ct_select_u64((u64)ytempptr,

(u64)xtempptr, swap_funcs)

6 ∗y =(u64 *)ct_select_u64((u64)xtempptr,

(u64)ytempptr, swap_funcs)

7 return ret

Algorithm 34: cordic_restoration_ln (g, E, size)
Input :g: u64 [size]

E: u32

Output :g: u64 [size]

gZ: u32

1 fp_mul (buf, ln2, (u64 [1])E, size, 1)

2 return buf[size] + fp_add(g, buf, g, size)

Algorithm 35: cordic_restoration_sqrt (h, E, size)
Input :h: u64 [size]

E: u32

Output :h: u64 [size]

hZ: u32

1 emod2 = E&1

2 E += emod2

3 esh = E >> 2

4 E =ct_eq_u32(esh, emod2)

5 return calc_sqrt_mantissa (h, E, size)
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Algorithm 36: fp_count_leading_zeros ( x, size )
Input :x: u64[] - fixed-point argument

size: u32 - size of argument

Output :return: number of leading zeros

1 n = size∗64

2 rsh = n >> 1

3 while (rsh ̸= 1) do
4 words = rsh >> 6

5 amt = rsh−words∗64

6 fp_rsh ( y, x, amt, words, size )

7 inz = ct_isnonzero ( y, size )

8 sfn = ct_select_u32 ( rsh, 0, inz )

9 n -= sfn

10 ct_select ( x, y, x, size, inz )

11 rsh >>= 1

12 fp_rsh ( y, x, 1, 0, size )

13 return
ct_select_u64 ( n−2, n− x[0], ct_isnonzero ( y, size ) )
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half. This is done by right-shifting by half the number of bits. Should it lie in this half, the

algorithm focuses on it by swapping x with the right-shifted form and reducing n by the shift

amount. The shift amount is reduced by half and the process repeated. If the leading zero

was not in the most significant half, n and x were not changed and the algorithm proceeds to

check the most significant half of the least significant half.

n = 64;

y = x >> 32; if (y ̸= 0) {n = n−32; x = y}

y = x >> 16; if (y ̸= 0) {n = n−16; x = y}
...

y = x >> 1; if (y ̸= 0) {return n−2;}

return n− x; (4.18)

Generalising the count_leading_zeros() function to arbitrary precision requires the

use of some of the functions outlined in this chapter. Functions whose names end with a data

type act on that data type, while those without act on fixed-point data types and require a

size parameter. In particular, right-shift, select and a test for non-zero values are needed. The

select function takes parameters a, b and bit (with a size parameter if needed) and amounts

to the operation bit ? a : b.

To secure the function against timing side channels, the test for non-zero values is done

in constant-time using Algorithm 8 from Section 2.6.2. The behaviour of the paths following

the success of this test must be carried out even if the test fails and the values are either

changed or left unchanged, depending on the value 0 for failure and 1 for success. For the

n variable in the if statement of Equation (4.18), the shift amount or a zero is conditionally

selected to change or leave unchanged respectively. The swapping statement following this
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one is done by selecting x or y and letting x equal this selection. The two possible return

values can then be conditionally selected.

Algorithm 37: calc_mantissa(M, E, size)
Input :M: u64 [size]

E: u32

Output :M: u64 [size]

1 l = 0

2 for i = 0; i <size; i++ do
3 l+=ct_gt_u32(E, (i+1)∗64)

4 a = E−64 · l
5 for i = 0; i <size; i++ do
6 tomul[i] = (u64) ct_eq_u32(i, l) << a

7 fp_mul(buf, M, tomul, size, size)

8 fp_copy(M, buf+size, size)

Algorithm 38: box_muller(size)
Input :size: u32: size = λ/64

(precision λ )

Output :samples: s32[2]

1 u1
$← Uλ

(0,1]

2 signs = fp_xy(x, y, u+size, size)

3 fp_f( f , u, size)

4 fix_mul(buf, f , x, size+1, size)

5 samples[0] = (s32) buf[2*size]

6 fix_mul(buf, f , y, size+1, size)

7 samples[1] = (s32) buf[2*size]

8 samples[0] -= signs ∗ (samples[0] << 1)

9 samples[1] -= signs ∗ (samples[1] << 1);

The restoration algorithms for natural log and square root in Algorithms 34 and 35 are

further straightforward applications of the techniques throughout this chapter. The only thing

to note is that calc_sqrt_mantissa is the same as calc_mantissa except that it returns an
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integer component. Finally, with these functions the algorithm can produce two Gaussian

samples in constant-time, using Algorithm 38. Note that the algorithm, as presented here,

samples from a distribution with σ = 1. The multiplication by an arbitrary σ and the addition

of an arbitrary centre must be done before taking the most significant integer values.

4.4 Results

The timing results for the CORDIC implementation of the Box-Muller algorithm and the

Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walter ensemble are given in Table 4.2. These results indicate an

upper performance limit for any future CORDIC-based Box-Muller sampler for cryptographic

purposes. Several methods exist for optimising CORDIC, including reducing the number of

iterations by a half and introducing modes of operation better suited to parallelism. For a

review of these optimisations, see [BD10].

The results for the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walter sampler have been estimated based

on the number of calls to the base sampler required to reach the given standard deviation.

In practice, these results will incur a performance penalty due to the code which combines

each base sample by convolution. The method has a further disadvantage when it comes

to sampling from distributions which are centred between integers. It requires further calls

to the base sampler, the number of which grows with the precision of the centre, and these

need to be convoluted in the same way as for arbitrary standard deviation. Hence, for the

most arbitrary distributions, a doubling of the time given in Table 4.2 could be seen for

Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walter sampling, plus the computations involved in combining the

samples. Not only does the Box-Muller/CORDIC sampler reach arbitrary centre and standard

deviation with no overhead, compared with sampling a standard deviation of 1 and centre 0,

but several options for improving its performance exist.

Further to the capacity for optimisation is the ability to implement CORDIC in a par-

allelised fashion. As Knuth-Yao is a tree traversal algorithm, it does not have the capacity
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Sampler

Time for
106

Samples (s)

Overall
Memory use

(B)
Knuth-Yao (Roy et al.)

σ = 6.15543 0.023
256 < σ < 65536 0.74 70752

σ > 65536 1.48
Box-Muller (CORDIC)

σ = 1
256 < σ < 65536 3.60 72624

σ > 65536
Table 4.2 The time for 1 million samples, in seconds, and the code and data memory usage in
bytes for the CORDIC Box-Muller and the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters ensemble. Results
for the latter are obtained by taking measurements of the runtime and memory consumption
of the base sampler (Knuth-Yao) and scaling by the number of times it is called in the
overall Micciancio-Walters convolution method. Measurements taken on Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-6700HQ CPU @ 2.60GHz.

for parallelism within the base sampling method. Any parallelism which can be brought

about by calculating the base samples simultaneously can be done with the CORDIC as

well, except that the resulting samples for CORDIC will be the generated values required

for the cryptographic scheme. In the Knuth-Yao sampler, these will amount to just one

sample. Parallelisation is not explored in this thesis and implementing the algorithms in

parallel would harm portability. Nevertheless, it is an advantageous quality for an algorithm

to possess, because further increases in performance can be gained by those implementing

the algorithm on specific platforms.

The future directions discussed here, whilst promising, are a small subset of the available

methods for making the secure Box-Muller faster. As the calculation of 3 or 4 functions

is required, depending on whether f from Section 4.3 is a composite or two separate

functions, each can also be calculated with different methods than CORDIC (for example,

with polynomials, as detailed in Chapter 5) and the optimal combination of methods chosen.

One final advantage of the rounded Box-Muller regime is the ratio of CSPRNG calls

to output samples. It is not always the case that a target platform has the availability of a
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hardware-accelerated CSPRNG, or it may be the case that the CSPRNG has, by some design

decision, been given less priority regarding performance. The performance penalty in these

instances is greater for the Knuth-Yao convolution method, than it is for our sampler. This

is by a factor of 16 for 256 < σ < 65536 and a factor of 32 for σ > 65536. The results of

Table 4.2 were performed with an Intel hardware-accelerated CSPRNG and, hence, such a

penalty is minimised.

The work in this chapter serves as a starting point for research into rounded, continuous

Gaussian sampling for lattice-based signatures. This research can act as a benchmark for

future avenues of exploration and performance optimisations of the CORDIC implemen-

tation. The contributions here also outline a number of useful techniques and results for

implementing side-channel-secure rounded Gaussian samplers.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter has provided evidence that Box-Muller sampling using the CORDIC architecture

for the evaluation of its transcendental functions is a practicable method for the secure

generation of Gaussian-distributed samples. It consumes a relatively small amount of

memory, has a one-to-one uniform-to-Gaussian ratio and its performance is of the same order

as the state-of-the-art for high standard deviation and distributions centred between integers.

There is no overhead for sampling these arbitrary distributions and it achieves the same

performance for all distributions. Furthermore, there exist numerous methods for improving

upon this performance.

The Box-Muller functions are modular in nature, i.e. they can be evaluated using a

combination of methods. The simultaneous evaluation of the cos and sin functions in

this chapter make the CORDIC method particularly well-suited to these functions, but the

remaining natural log and square root need not be implemented using CORDIC. This makes

the work of this chapter a versatile contribution.
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To further enhance the versatility of the secure Box-Muller algorithm, a second set of

approximations to its underlying functions are proposed in Chapter 5. These approximations

are made by employing interpolating polynomials and they are guaranteed to be optimal by

deriving their coefficients using "approximation theory", a sub-field of Functional Analysis.

Not only does the work in the next chapter allow multiple combinations of the approximation

functions to be used, it also introduces a time-memory trade-off, increasing the versatility

further still.





Chapter 5

Secure Box-Muller with Polynomials

5.1 Introduction

The work in the previous chapter developed secure algorithms for Box-Muller sampling

using the CORDIC family of algorithms. The CORDIC procedure was redesigned to ensure

no information is leaked through side channels. The secure Box-Muller/CORDIC sampling

algorithm does not have a time-memory trade-off, but can be optimised further. However,

rather than continuing the research on CORDIC in this chapter, a different method of

rounded continuous sampling is investigated here. This method is Box-Muller using Remez

interpolating polynomials for the evaluation of transcendental functions.

The research in this chapter aims to incorporate a time-memory trade-off into the Box-

Muller, which will be used as an attempt to improve upon the performance of the previous

chapter. Whilst the work in this chapter can be used to create a standalone Box-Muller

sampler, it can also be used in conjunction with the work of the previous chapter to create

various combinations of Box-Muller samplers, as previously discussed.

Numerous methods exist for generating polynomials for the approximation of functions,

the most widely known being the Taylor series approximation method. However, the Taylor

series relies on the high-order derivatives of functions, which proves difficult for functions
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such as the natural log and square root where derivatives tend towards infinity near certain

points. Furthermore, the splitting of the domain into splines over which smaller polynomials

can be fitted is more difficult with the Taylor series, as the error is not easily ascertained for

Taylor expansions about arbitrary points.

The method of polynomial interpolation is used to fit a polynomial to a function by

choosing points on the function and finding a polynomial which passes through those points.

Several procedures exist for finding a polynomial with a suitable error function. This chapter

uses the Remez algorithm to minimise the error function, which is a procedure based on

several theorems from functional analysis. The main theorems used in this procedure are the

best minimax approximation theorem and the equioscillation theorem [Phi03], detailed in

Theorems 4 and 5.

The proposed research implements the Remez algorithm in SageMath [Sag19], a Python

framework for mathematical computing. This implementation fulfills the particular require-

ments of the research in that all Box-Muller functions can be approximated to arbitrary

precision with a polynomial of sufficiently high order. By the theorems of functional analysis

on which the Remez algorithm is based, these polynomials are guaranteed to be optimal, in

the sense of approximating a given function. The algorithm allows for the approximation

of the composite function
√
−2 · ln(x) to be calculated, as well as the component functions

individually.

The Remez algorithm is used to investigate several configurations of polynomial approxi-

mation for the Box-Muller functions. These include using the range-reduction techniques, as

seen in the previous chapter, with the addition of splines which allow the time-memory trade-

off. The performance and memory requirements for these configurations in the Box-Muller

setting are also investigated.

In Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, the theory behind the Remez algorithm is outlined by

explaining the best minimax approximation theorem and Chebyshev nodes. The Remez
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algorithm is then defined in Section 5.4. To obtain polynomials for the Box-Muller functions

to arbitrary precision and over arbitrary intervals, the Remez algorithm is implemented in

Python in Appendix A. The use of Remez polynomials in the Box-Muller is then described

in Section 5.5. The performance and memory consumption of various configurations of the

sampler are made and in Section 5.6 the results are compared with the work of the previous

chapter as well as the state-of-the-art Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters sampler. The logic

operations in this chapter follow the C programming convention of notation.

5.2 Best Minimax Approximation

Central to the approximation methods discussed in this chapter are the following two theo-

rems. The first assures us that an approximation will be found and the second suggests one

way of finding it. Proofs of these are complicated and excursive (see [Cha68]), but they have

been studied extensively and are quoted here. The reader is reminded that Pn denotes the set

of polynomials of order n and C[a,b] is the set of continuous real functions on the interval

[a,b].

Theorem 3 (Weierstrass approximation theorem). For any f ∈ C[a,b] and any given ε > 0,

there exists a polynomial p ∈ Pn for some sufficiently large n, such that ∥ f − p∥∞ < ε .

Theorem 4 (Best minimax approximation theorem). Let A ⊂ C[a,b] and f ∈ C[a,b]. Let

q ∈A be an arbitrary trial approximation to f and let

Ψ = {χ ∈ [a,b] : | f (χ)−q(χ)|= ∥ f −q∥∞} . (5.1)

Then,

max
x∈[a,b]

| f (x)−q(x)| ≤ max
x∈[a,b]

| f (x)− p(x)| ∀p ∈A (5.2)

if and only if there is no p ∈A such that
(

f (x)−q(x)
)

p(x)> 0 ∀x ∈Ψ.
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Theorem 3 says that a polynomial approximation exists for any f ∈ C[a,b] with as

high a precision as is required. Theorem 4 shows a characteristic of the best polynomial

approximation with degree n, if A= Pn and the following two cases are noted.

The first case is when f (x)−q(x) evaluated for all χ ∈Ψ, i.e. the set of points at which

local maxima occur, changes sign more than n times. As no polynomial in Pn can do this

over C[a,b], there exists an x ∈ [a,b] such that p and f −q have different signs. Hence, the

condition of Theorem 3 holds and q is the best approximation in Pn.

The second case involves f (x)−q(x) changing sign over Ψ at most n times. Then there

exists a p ∈ Pn which changes sign at the same points as f (x)−q(x) and the condition of

Theorem 4 is not upheld. Hence q is not a best approximation.

5.3 Chebyshev Nodes

Interpolation by a polynomial about equidistant nodes, i.e. the points which agree exactly

with the function to be approximated, are prone to oscillations near the boundaries of the

interval. Furthermore, the amplitudes (and errors) of these oscillations tend to increase with

n. This is known as Runge’s phenomenon [Epp87].

One solution to avoid Runge’s phenomenon is to use Chebyshev nodes, which are a

sequence of solutions to the sequence of Chebyshev polynomials of the first kind. A detailed

discussion of the latter is not relevant here, but for further reading see Chebyshev Polynomials

by Mason and Handscomb [MH02]. The Chebyshev nodes for N nodes in the interval [a,b]

are given by

1
2
(a+b)+

1
2
(b−a)cos

(
2k−1

2N
π

)
k = {1, ...,N}. (5.3)

These nodes are a good choice for initialisation of any algorithm which aims to find the

optimal nodes and polynomial coefficients. As well as negating Runge’s phenomenon, they
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are generally closer to the optimal set of nodes than can otherwise be estimated with no prior

knowledge of the target function.

5.4 Remez Interpolating Polynomials

The Remez algorithm is the generalisation of several ideas from approximation theory into a

systematic method of finding the best approximation to f ∈ C[a,b] by some p ∈A⊂ C[a,b].

Polynomials are the focus of this chapter, but A is also commonly taken to be the set of

rational functions.

From Theorem 4, the following theorem can be derived. Its stronger statement is that the

best polynomial approximation has an oscillating error function with equal amplitudes for

each extremum.

Theorem 5 (Equioscillation theorem). Let f ∈ C[a,b], then p ∈ Pn minimises ∥ f − p∥∞ if

and only if there are n+2 points a≤ x0 < ... < xi < ... < xn+1 ≤ b such that f (xi)− p(xi) =

±(−1)i∥ f −g∥∞

The Remez algorithm begins by calculating n+2 Chebyshev nodes {xk}, where xk ∈ [a,b]

as in Section 5.3. The interpolating polynomial p is of degree n, matches f exactly at n+1

nodes and has n+ 2 local extrema in f − p. It is because the algorithm focuses on these

extrema that n+2 nodes are chosen. The actual interpolation nodes (in the Lagrange sense)

which match the function exactly must be calculated as a step, rather than chosen.

Let the interpolating polynomial be

p(x) = c0 + c1x+ ...+ cnxn, (5.4)

where the objective is to find the optimal coefficients ci. The first step is to force f − p

to alternate in sign (with the same magnitude) at the n+2 Chebyshev nodes. For this, an
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n+ 2× n+ 2 system of equations is constructed such that f − p = ±E, where E is the

common error at all nodes.

The error E and the coefficients {ci} are the unknowns to be solved for in the equations.

The system of equations is, in general,



1 x0 x2
0 . . . xn

0 1

1 x1 x2
1 . . . xn

1 −1
...

1 xn+1 x2
n+1 . . . xn

n+1 (−1)n+1





c0

c1

...

cn

E


=



f (x0)

f (x1)

...

f (xn+1)


. (5.5)

This equation is solved to the right, but note that the oscillating nature imposed on the

error function is about arbitrary points and not necessarily the extrema. Hence Theorem 4

and Theorem 5 do not generally hold and a new set of points must be found. The function

f − p has n+1 roots by the intermediate value theorem and these are the usual interpolation

nodes.

To find the extrema of f − p, first the roots, ri, are obtained via a suitable root-finding

algorithm. Then the n+ 2 intervals [a,r0], [r0,r1], [r1,r2], ..., [rn,b] each contain only one

extrema, which can be found by differentiation of f − p on the interval. In the case of an

extremum not being a turning point, | f − p| is calculated at the interval’s boundary points

and the largest value chosen.

Thus, n+2 new points x′0,x
′
1, ...,x

′
n+1 have been obtained and these are used as the new

nodes in the system of oscillating error equations. The result is a system that alternates in

sign around points which will be closer to the extrema than before. So, whilst the subsequent

calculation of E will be larger than for the first iteration, ∥ f −q∥∞ will tend to decrease as

the equioscillation theorem becomes closer to being fulfilled.
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The Remez algorithm was implemented in the python framework SageMath and is

detailed in Appendix A.

5.5 Box-Muller with Remez Polynomials

This research aims to approximate the limit on the cost to performance of sampling arbitrary

Gaussian distributions. The properties of continuous Gaussians, and their provably-secure

rounded distributions [HLS18], mean that trees of convolution are not required to reach high

σ , nor are extra samples required for this and reaching arbitrary central off-set. Instead,

sampling can be done with σ = 1 and c = 0, where each sample, x, is then transformed by

x′ = σx+ c and rounded to the nearest integer.

The overhead for computing this is constant, regardless of the size of the parameters,

and is negligible compared with the Micciancio-Walters (MW) convolutions described in

Section 2.4.1. The caveat here is that the Knuth-Yao sampler of discrete Gaussians is

significantly faster than the Box-Muller sampler of continuous Gaussians. Thus, for a range

of parameters, σ and c, the Knuth-Yao with MW convolution is the optimal choice, but there

is a point at which the Box-Muller method implemented with polynomials becomes more

efficient. This point is identified in Section 5.6 where the time-memory trade-offs available

to the sampler are discussed.

The Box-Muller method involves the computation of the functions in Equations (4.1)

and (4.2). There are several ways this can be done using Remez interpolating polynomials

which are summarised here. The Remez algorithm used for this work is described in

Appendix A. The cos and sin functions are evaluated over the domain [0,2π] and the
√
−2lnx is evaluated over [2−λ ,1], where λ is the precision.

1. cos, sin, natural log and square root functions are computed with a single interpolating

polynomial.
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2. All functions computed using splines, where the domain is divided into intervals and

each interval contains an interpolating polynomial. This significantly reduces the

degree of polynomial required and supports a time-memory trade-off.

3. Either of the above strategies can be used with range reduction, whereby the input

value is transformed to lie in a subset of the domain. The result of the evaluation of

the function on this subdomain is then transformed back to the evaluation at the initial

input, using some property of the function.

4. Finally, the composite function
√
−2lnx can be approximated using a single polyno-

mial, splines or, if a suitable property exists, range reduction.

The strategies listed above come with trade-offs, which allow a diverse range of parame-

ters and exchanges between performance and memory. In the simplest case, the algorithm

is used to find one polynomial over the entire domain, whether range-reduced or not. The

larger the domain of the interpolating polynomial, the higher the maximum error will be and

a greater degree of polynomial will be required. This is the disadvantage with the first option

above. The advantage is that the memory needed for a single polynomial is low.

It should be noted that difficult intervals to approximate on are those where the gradient

grows towards infinity, as in the natural log function near 0, or towards 0, as in the square

root function, also near 0. The sinusoidal functions have no such intervals. The composite

function
√
−2lnx has two such intervals, near 0 and 1. Because of the Weierstrass theorem,

Theorem 3, this just means that the n required for a typical precision is impractically large.

The rapid growth of the natural log and square root functions over parts of the domain

means that range-reduction is required if splines are not used. The degree of polynomial

required becomes impractical, otherwise. For their composite function, this is also true, but a

range-reduction is not proposed in this chapter. See Section 6.2 for more details.

For the elementary functions, range-reductions do exist and they, and their constant-time

implementations, are described here. As these are the same as those in Chapter 4, a brief
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description is given again here, although some of the underlying functions are omitted

and their descriptions can be found in Chapter 4. Assume arbitrary-precision, fixed-point

data types constructed with unsigned integer arrays. Units of 64-bit integers are used, but

increased granularity of precision is trivially added, albeit with some programming work. The

term size in the algorithms here refers to the number of 64-bit unsigned integers used. The

size of any number does not include the integer component, but in our arithmetic functions,

the size is increased by 1 when an integer value is required. This is an easy way to carry out

arbitrary-precision arithmetic, but it is not the most efficient and would be an ideal place to

look for further optimisations at the level of the code.

The cos and sin functions can be approximated everywhere between 0 and 2π by finding

some D in the first quadrant, such that

sin
(

Q
π

2
+D

)
=



sinD if Q mod 4 = 0

cosD if Q mod 4 = 1

−sinD if Q mod 4 = 2

−cosD if Q mod 4 = 3

(5.6)

and

cos
(
Q

π

2
+D

)
=



cosD if Q mod 4 = 0

sinD if Q mod 4 = 1

−cosD if Q mod 4 = 2

−sinD if Q mod 4 = 3

. (5.7)

The fixed-point, constant-time implementation of the reduction and corresponding restora-

tion for the cos and sin functions are given by Algorithm 39 and Algorithm 40. Letting

w=Qπ

2 +D be the input and output to the reduction algorithm, i.e. it is overwritten, x= cosw

and y = sinw are calculated, for reduced w = D, by some approximation method and then
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restored back to the full domain by Equations (5.6) and (5.7). The fp_add and fp_sub

functions are the fixed-point arithmetic on u64[size] data types. They operate on the second

and third arguments to give the first and return 0 or 1 depending on underflow or overflow,

where 1 means the appropriate one occurred. All extended-precision fixed-point values in

this thesis are little-endian, i.e. the most significant bits are at higher memory addresses.

Algorithm 39: cos_sin_reduction(w, size)
Input :w: u64 [size]
Output :w: u64 [size]

quadrant: u32
1 quadzero = 0
2 for ( i = 0; i < 4; i++) do
3 quadrant += ct_gt_u64(w[size-1], quadzero)
4 quadzero += 1

4
5 fp_sub(w, w, (1/4)∗quadrant, size)
6 return quadrant

Algorithm 39 calculates Q and D, which are the same for both functions. Algorithm 40

swaps pointers in constant-time, conditioned on the input, and selects appropriate signs.

As previously discussed, the ct_ prefix indicates a constant-time function. For example

ct_gt_u64 is the greater-than function for 64-bit unsigned integers (ct_gte_u64 would

be ≥). These are done with bit-wise operations and are techniques known widely by

cryptographers, but for more information on these, see Section 2.6. The select function’s

arguments result in arg3 ? arg1 : arg2 where arg3 should be 0 or 1.

The reductions and restorations for natural log and square root are described in Equa-

tions (5.8) and (5.9). The constant-time implementations of these are given in Algorithms 41

to 44.

lnM2−E = lnM+E ln2 (5.8)
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Algorithm 40: cos_sin_restoration(x, y, Q, size)
Input :x y: u64∗∗

Q: u32
Output :x y: u64 ∗∗

Sx Sy: u32
1 xtempptr = ∗x
2 ytempptr = ∗y
3 swap_funcs = Q&1
4 ret = (Q&2)>> 1
5 ∗x =(u64 ∗)ct_select_u64((u64)ytempptr,

(u64)xtempptr, swap_funcs)
6 ∗y =(u64 *)ct_select_u64((u64)xtempptr,

(u64)ytempptr, swap_funcs)
7 return ret

√
M2E =


2

E
2
√

M if E mod 2 = 0

2
E+1

2
√

M/2 if E mod 2 = 1
{ (5.9)

where 0.5≤M < 1 in the first case and 0.25≤M/2 < 0.5 in the second.

Algorithm 41: ln_reduction(w, size)
Input :w: u64 [size]
Output :w: u64 [size]

E: u32
1 E = count_leading_zeroes(w, size)
2 calc_mantissa(w, E,size)
3 return E

The natural log reduction takes values from [2−λ ,1] and transforms them to values in

[0.5,1]. The square root function takes values from [−2ln1,−2ln(2−λ )] to [0.5,1]. So

in the reduced domain for square root, values may come from left or right of the interval,

whereas they only come from the left for the natural log. The calc_mantissa functions

return mantissas reduced by the exponent E, calculated by counting zeros in constant time.

The fp_rsh function right shifts a fixed-point type as described in this subsection, by the

third argument.
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Algorithm 42: sqrt_reduction(w, wZ, size)
Input :w: u64 [size]

wZ: u64, integer component
Output :w: u64 [size]

E: u32
1 lz = count_leading_zeroes(&wZ, 1)
2 E = 64− lz
3 fp_rsh(w, w, E, size)
4 w[size-1] += wZ << lz
5 E ′ = E
6 E+= (E&1)
7 E >>= 1
8 fp_rsh(buf, w, 1, size)
9 ct_select(w, buf, w, size, E ′&1)

10 return E

Generally, the functions acting on fixed-point types overwrite the first argument, as

output, and those which act on native types return the output. The ct_select function in

Algorithm 42, i.e. without a type suffix, acts on u64 arrays with a length determined by the

variable "size". Note that the natural log restoration of Algorithm 43 both writes to g, which

becomes w in the square root reduction of Algorithm 42, and returns the integer component

also input to the latter algorithm.

Algorithm 43: ln_restoration(g E,size)
Input :g: u64 [size]

E: u32
Output :g: u64 [size]

gZ: u32
1 fp_mul(buf, ln2, (u64 [1])E, size, 1)
2 return buf[size] + fp_add(g, buf, g, size)

The multiplication function takes the sizes of both operands, which in Algorithm 43 is

the variable size, for the fixed-point ln2, and the constant 1, for the exponent E cast as a

fixed-point value. The addition and subtraction functions assume both operands are the same

size.
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Algorithm 44: sqrt_restoration(h, E, size)
Input :h: u64 [size]

E: u32
Output :h: u64 [size]

hZ: u32
1 emod2 = E&1
2 E+=emod2
3 esh = E >> 2
4 E =ct_eq_u32(esh, emod2)
5 return calc_sqrt_mantissa(h, E, size)

The polynomial evaluation algorithm used is the optimal Horner’s method. This views

the polynomial as

p(x) = a0 + x(a1 + x(a2 + ...+ x(an−1 + xan))). (5.10)

As each function it is necessary to approximate has only positive values on the domains of

interest, the arithmetic is allowed to underflow when the polynomial value becomes negative,

despite using the full scope of unsigned integers. However, the coefficients must all be treated

as positive and only negated by using fp_sub instead of fp_add.

The Remez algorithm allows us to find the best approximating polynomial of degree

n on [a,b], for any precision λ . This chapter will focus on the results of 64-bit precision,

although the tools necessary for extension to higher precision are supplied, i.e. via the size

parameter. Table 5.1 shows the degree of polynomial n required for the functions of interest

to be approximated to closer than 2−64 (which must be measured with the maximum error,

as every approximated value must be within this error), along with the number of divisions

d for splines needed to acquire it. The memory of the construction is also given in bytes.

Note that the elementary functions are all range-reduced, as described above. The composite

sqrt_ln function has no such reduction and is only practically approximated with splines.
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f n d mem(B)

sin
15 0 120
5 320 12,800
3 2,000 48,000

cos
15 0 120
5 320 12,800
3 2,000 48,000

ln
24 0 192
5 640 25,600
3 18,000 432,000

sqrt
21 0 168
5 640 25,600
3 8,000 192,000

sqrt_ln 23 300 55,200
Table 5.1 The degree n of polynomial required to approximate the function f with d splines.
The memory required for the polynomial coefficients is given in bytes.

It can be seen in Table 5.1 that the polynomials required to approximate the functions

can be brought to a low degree by increasing memory usage. The cos and sin functions can

be approximated without range-reduction, by increasing the number of splines, however the

natural log and square root functions cannot. This is because they experience rapid growth

near zero. Hence, there is the possibility of increasing memory further to decrease running

time, as the cos and sin range-reduction makes up most of the performance cost when the

polynomial degree is so low. The composite function has a high degree of approximating

polynomial, even with splines.

5.6 Results and Discussion

The main contribution of this chapter are the algorithms for calculating the Remez interpolat-

ing polynomials for the Box-Muller functions which are used to carry out secure rounded

Gaussian sampling for LBC. In this section, comparative performance results are presented

showing three sampling methods aimed at high σ . These are the Knuth-Yao [KRR+18] and

Micciancio-Walter [MW17] setup (KYMW), the CORDIC implementation of Box-Muller by
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Brannigan et al. [BORK20] (BMCORD), presented in Chapter 5, and several configurations

of the Box-Muller by polynomial approximation (BMPOLY), as described in this chapter.

The results for KYMW are estimated, in the same way as in Section 4.4, from the timing

of its components, rather than implementing the Micciancio-Walter convolution. These

results will reflect a minimum running time and some further overhead can be expected.

Timing results for constant-time algorithms can be easily estimated and those in Table 5.2

show that, for the parameter range 256 < σ ≤ 65536, the Box-Muller with polynomials

is competitive for a number of configurations which are listed here. The results for the

BMPOLY configurations are obtained from timing the worst-case polynomials of all the

splines and the range reduction and restoration algorithms, if applicable.

• BMPOLYA: cos, sin, square root and natural log are calculated with range-reduction

and without splines. The polynomials required have ncos = 15, nsin = 15, nln = 24,

nsqrt = 21.

• BMPOLYB: same as BMPOLYA, but with splines. n = 5, for all functions.

• BMPOLYC: same as BMPOLYA, but with splines. n = 3, for all functions.

• BMPOLYD: the composite function
√
−2∗ lnx is used with splines and n = 23. The

cos and sin are the same as for BMPOLYC.

The Box-Muller method by polynomial approximation improves upon the results obtained

for the same method via the CORDIC family of algorithms, presented in Chapter 4. It is

also competitive with the KYMW method for 256 < σ ≤ 65536. Should the designers of

cryptographic schemes require wider distributions, they can be used with the assurance that

the performance penalty for Gaussian sampling will not change, so long as the proposed

BMPOLY sampler is used.

The BMPOLY sampling method gains an advantage over KYMW when the distribution

to be sampled has a mean at an arbitrary point between integers. This mean would be added
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Sampler Time (s) Memory (B)
KYMW 0.740897 70,752

BMCORD 3.600419 72,624
BMPOLYA 3.094759 600
BMPOLYB 0.943927 76,800
BMPOLYC 0.661544 720,000
BMPOLYD 0.764820 151,000

Table 5.2 Timing and memory results for the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-Walters ensemble and
a selection of configurations of the Box-Muller with Remez polynomials for 256 < σ ≤
65536. Memory measurements for the BMPOLY configurations are for stored polynomial
coefficients only and any other memory used by the program will be negligible in comparison.
The measurements were taken for 106 samples on Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-6700HQ CPU @
2.60GHz. Hyperthreading and cpu throttling were turned off.

to the BMPOLY samples before rounding, which results in significantly less overhead than

the further convolutions needed for KYMW, which could potentially double the runtime of

the algorithm. It should also be noted that the Knuth-Yao method cannot be run in parallel, as

it is inherently iterative. Polynomials on the other hand can be easily parallelised and allow

more flexibility in implementing cryptographic schemes with increased performance.

Two things should be noted about implementing the Box-Muller with polynomials and

splines. The first is that, when the natural log is implemented first and the square root

subsequently, the table lookups involved in selecting the polynomial for the square root will

be subject to non-uniform memory access. This is due to the variable number of values in

uniform intervals of the range of the natural log function. The algorithm remains completely

constant-time, however, and for some use-cases this is acceptable. For those use-cases where

this is not acceptable, i.e. where a cache is shared or accessible to an attacker, either the

composite function should be approximated, the individual functions approximated separately

without splines, or a method of partitioning the natural log should be found such that its

discrete output values have the same frequency in each interval.

The second thing to note is that the pattern of signs must be the same for each polynomial

over all the splines, if they are to be executed in constant-time. For those that are not, the
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addition and subtraction operations can be synthesised as in Chapter 4, whereby values are

conditionally converted to two’s complement before the operation is carried out. All of the

functions using range reduction and restoration have the same form of polynomial in the

reduced domain. The composite square-root/natural-log function with no range reduction has

two different forms which are rearranged and require two terms to be used with the operation

synthesis.

5.7 Conclusion

This chapter investigated polynomial approximations to the Box-Muller functions for sam-

pling rounded continuous distributions. An implementation of the Remez algorithm capable

of finding interpolating polynomials for all the Box-Muller functions to arbitrary precision

was proposed. These polynomials are guaranteed to be optimal with respect to the error

function, i.e. for a given polynomial order, no better approximating polynomial can be found

than the one generated by the Remez algorithm.

The Box-Muller algorithm was investigated for performance and memory consumption

under various configurations of polynomial approximation. With the use of splines, a time-

memory trade-off has been introduced to the algorithm. The algorithm out-performs the

Box-Muller via the CORDIC family of algorithms. Its performance can now be brought to

a competitive advantage over state-of-the-art samplers such as the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-

Walters ensemble, particularly for those cases where sampling must be done between integers,

as well as at high standard deviation.





Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

This thesis aimed to develop several new algorithms for software implementations of secure

Gaussian samplers for LBC. The design objectives targeted lattice-based DSSs, which

usually require higher values of the standard deviation parameter and hence performance

and memory overhead from the sampling algorithms. The research carried out in this thesis

successfully presents algorithms which minimise this overhead to such an extent that there

are no performance penalties for sampling arbitrary standard deviations, compared with

sampling low standard deviation.

6.1 Conclusion

The state-of-the-art in portable, secure and generic Gaussian sampling is the Knuth-Yao/Micciancio-

Walter ensemble. This combination can sample from distributions with arbitrary centre and

standard deviation with a better performance and memory profile than other existing samplers.

However, the procedure necessary for sampling arbitrary distributions requires multiple calls

to a base sampler and a convolution algorithm to combine the resulting samples to give

the final output sample. In addition to the immediate performance penalties incurred is a

dependence on the efficiency of the CSPRNG. As multiple calls to the CSPRNG are required,
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platforms which do not have this component accelerated by hardware will experience a

further decrease in performance.

The algorithms presented in this thesis all sample from distributions with arbitrary

centre and standard deviation with the same performance and memory-usage as they do

for distributions of unit standard deviation centred at zero. Furthermore, they all have a

one-to-one mapping from uniform random values to the final Gaussian-distributed values.

The Ziggurat sampler, presented in Chapter 3, and the Box-Muller with Remez polynomials,

presented in Chapter 5, both come with a time-memory trade off which gives these algorithms

significant versatility. However, the Box-Muller with CORDIC, which has no such trade-off,

can still be combined in a number of ways with the Remez polynomial version. Thus, the

Box-Muller algorithm has a modular structure which offers further versatility.

6.1.1 Chapter 3

Chapter 3 described the Ziggurat sampling method and uncovered several timing side-channel

vulnerabilities in its usual implementation. The algorithm was reworked to protect against as

many of these side channels as is possible for a rejection sampler. It is recommended that

countermeasures be used to mitigate against any information leakage in a Gaussian sampler.

However, as these statistically increase the attack complexity, and the Ziggurat in its original

form has been shown in this chapter to leak information with certainty, it is important for the

security of the sampler and countermeasures ensemble that immediate leakage with certainty

is eradicated and that the only leakage being addressed with statistical countermeasures is

itself statistical in nature.

To address this, a redesign of the Ziggurat algorithm is proposed so that its execution is

reduced to its two minimally essential paths, neither of which leaks information via timing

with certainty. Hence, both of these paths through the algorithm can generate all samples in

the sample space. All that remains to an attacker is a statistical distribution of how likely
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it is that each path generated a given sample. The complexity of the statistical analysis is

then increased further by the side-channel countermeasures. Without the eradication of the

immediate leakage, the ensemble is only as secure as the countermeasures themselves.

Moreover extra security built in to the Ziggurat method produces negligible overhead in

performance and has significantly better memory usage than the original implementation.

The algorithm has competitive performance in comparison to the CDT sampler, which also

needs to be used with side-channel countermeasures, and has orders of magnitude better

memory usage. In addition, this advantage in memory gets better with increased standard

deviation.

The research in this chapter produced an efficient and very lightweight algorithm for

Gaussian sampling. Its efficiency and memory usage remains constant with increased

standard deviation and it can sample arbitrary centre by changing the table values, also with

no overhead. There also exists a time-memory trade-off independent of these parameters,

relating to the number of table values (rectangles) used.

6.1.2 Chapter 4

This chapter presented a secure novel algorithm for rounded Gaussian sampling using the

Box-Muller algorithm implemented with the CORDIC family of algorithms. This algorithm

does not require side-channel countermeasures because it is completely constant-time under

the assumptions of this thesis, e.g. compiler optimisations, and the memory access is

sequential. Therefore it is impervious to timing and cache attacks and, if ported to hardware,

many of these attributes will help protect against power and electromagnetic attacks.

The memory usage of the Box-Muller/CORDIC algorithm is very competitive with the

state-of-the-art. The performance of the algorithm is of the same order of magnitude as the

state-of-the-art and comes with additional advantages. It has the same performance regardless

of the standard deviation and centre, it can be adapted to perform the algorithm in parallel
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and numerous algorithmic optimisations exist to significantly increase the performance. The

ratio of uniform random numbers to Gaussian samples is 1:1, which makes the performance

penalties for a lack of hardware-accelerated CSPRNG significantly greater for the state-of-

the-art than for the proposed Box-Muller sampler.

6.1.3 Chapter 5

Chapter 5 proposed the use of polynomials to approximate the Box-Muller functions. The

polynomials were calculated using the Remez interpolation method, guaranteeing the op-

timal polynomial by the best minimax approximation theorem. The Remez algorithm was

implemented in SageMath, based on Python, and allows for all Box-Muller functions to

be approximated to arbitrary precision, using any number of splines to reduce the order of

polynomial required.

As the number of splines can be increased arbitrarily, the polynomials can be of order as

low as 3. This gives the algorithm a time-memory trade-off, as smaller polynomials require

less time to evaluate, but require more memory as the number of polynomials needed to

be stored increases. This version of the Box-Muller has all the advantages of the CORDIC

implementation: it is fully secure against timing side-channel attacks under the assumptions

of the thesis, high standard deviation and arbitrary centre can be sampled with no performance

penalties and it is easily made parallel, as several methods of parallelising polynomials exist.

Furthermore, this proposed implementation of the Box Muller sampler can outperform the

CORDIC approach given enough splines and a low order of polynomials.
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6.2 Future Work

6.2.1 Chapter 3

The side-channel countermeasures, recommended for use with the Ziggurat sampler described

in Chapter 3, could be investigated for their impacts on both the security and performance of

the sampler. A detailed cryptanalysis investigation could be conducted to determine the final

attack complexities of the ensemble and the number of countermeasure stages required. The

performance could be benchmarked against the other samplers in this thesis and the existing

state-of-the-art.

6.2.2 Chapter 4

Chapter 4 presented the first implementation of the Box Muller sampler using the CORDIC

family of algorithms, which can be used as a benchmark for future research. The proposed

sampler could be optimised significantly. For a review of CORDIC optimisations, see the

work by Boppana and Dhar [BD10]. The CORDIC architecture could also be modified

to allow parallel execution as well to further improve performance of the overall sampler.

In addition, the use of vectorised intrinsic instructions could be explored as a means of

increasing the performance for specific platforms.

6.2.3 Chapter 5

Similarly, for the Box-Muller sampler using polynomial approximation, the algorithms can

be implemented in parallel and with vectorised instructions to increase performance. The

Box-Muller is modular in design, so the work of Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 could be combined

to create ensembles of algorithms to suit different use-cases. It should be verified that changes

in C-level instructions made to facilitate optimisations do not lead to timing variations in

machine instructions.
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Fig. 6.1 The graphical plot of the function
√
−2 · ln(x) between 0 and 1. Note that the

function is asymptotic at x = 0.

The polynomial approximation for the composite function
√
−2 · ln(x) has no existing

range reduction, to the best of the author’s knowledge. However, this function would benefit

from such a reduction due to the need for larger polynomials at the limits of the domain.

In particular, a range reduction from [2−λ ,1] to the flatter part of the domain would be

beneficial. The constant-time nature of the algorithms means that the polynomials of all

splines will be the same size as the polynomial of the worst-case spline. The range reduction

would allow the degree of all polynomials to be the worst-case of the flatter region of the

function
√
−2 · ln(x), shown in Figure 6.1, which is considerably lower than the worst cases

of the more steeply growing regions. However, as the range reduction must be formed from

properties of the individual functions, which are not closely related, its construction is not

trivial.
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Appendix A

Remez Algorithm in SageMath

This section outlines an abridged version of the code used to carry out the Remez approxima-

tion algorithm for polynomial approximation. The code is written in Python, using SageMath

and the mpmath library, but the details here avoid the presentation of classes and some

programming technicalities. However, the idioms used in the following algorithms are those

of Python, where previously they have been of C. The mpmath library is accessed using

the object dereferences mpmath., for the mpmath library itself, and mp., for the SageMath

mpmath wrappers. The SageMath routines are top-level, requiring no such indication of

where they are from.

For easier integration between SageMath and mpmath, use is made of the SageMath

utility function sage.libs.mpmath.utils.call (func, *args, **kwargs), which calls mpmath

functions and takes care of conversion between SageMath and mpmath types. The class

chain preceding call is imported as mp. The arguments to call() are the function, func, to

be called followed by its positional and keyword arguments. Not all mpmath functions are

available through this method and those that are not must be accessed through the mpmath

object.

Several of the functions write to object variables to be used throughout the algorithms and

these are indicated in the output sections of the algorithms. The variable target is an object
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representing the target function, allowing it to be accessed symbolically and evaluated as a

SageMath or mpmath variable. The variable poly is an object representing the polynomial

approximation, allowing the same functionality as target, as well as the ability to add a

polynomial from an array. The variables a and b are the start and end points, respectively, of

the domain over which approximations are required.

The precision used in the algorithms below is generally greater than the target precision

to which the polynomial will approximate the required functions. This is due to propagation

of errors, both in the operations used in the algorithms and in the various root-finding

algorithms used. This working precision is labelled p and is another top-level variable,

accessible throughout. It is also sometimes accessed through mp.mp.prec.

The main iteration of the Remez algorithm is shown in Algorithm 45 and is repeated

several times, until the approximating polynomial is within a suitable maximum error of the

target function. The node array (node_arr) is initialised to be the Chebyshev nodes, described

in Equation (5.3), and each call to the main iteration changes this array in line with the

process outlined in the previous section.

Algorithm 45: remez_iteration (node_arr)
Output :node_arr: to be input to next iteration

1 oscillating_error_equations(node_arr)

2 poly_from_coeffs()

3 err_func_lam = lambda ex: (target. get_mpmath_lambda()(ex) -

poly.get_mpmath_lambda ( ) (ex) )

4 zero_arr = find_mp_roots_by_partition( err_func_lam, a, b )

5 zero_arr = remove_dups_and_complex (zero_arr)

6 node_arr = exchange_step(zero_arr)

The system of equations in Equation (5.5) is solved in oscillating_error_equations()

and the approximating polynomial is formed from the solution of these in poly_from_coeffs().

A lambda is then created for the error function, from the lambdas for the target function
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and the approximating polynomial. The roots of the error function are obtained by the

functions find_mp_roots_by_partition and remove_dups_and_complex. The former

finds the roots to high precision with the mpmath function findroot() and the latter re-

moves non-real values and duplicates which may be found by the root solver. The function

exchange_step() finds the maxima of the error function between the nodes, in line with

the last two paragraphs of Section 5.4. These points replace the node array and the main

iteration is repeated.

In Algorithm 46, and throughout the remainder of algorithms, mpmath.mpf() converts

values to mpmath floating-point values. Lines 3 - 7 construct the matrix of Equation (5.5)

as an array and line 8 creates the mpmath matrix. The right-hand side of Equation (5.5), f ,

is then constructed and the system solved using LU decomposition to give c. The mpmath

variable c is then converted back to a SageMath vector.

Algorithm 46: oscillating_error_equations (node_arr)

Output : f , c: as in Equation (5.5)

1 rownum = 0

2 mat_arr = []

3 for i in node_arr do
4 row = [ mpmath.mpf(i)**mpmath. mpf( j)

for j in range(n+1) ]

5 row.append(mpmath.mpf(-1)** mpmath.mpf(rownum))

6 mat_arr.append(row)

7 rownum += 1

8 mat = mpmath.matrix(mat_arr)

9 f = mpmath.matrix ( [

mp. sage_to_mpmath ( target.evaluate_function(i), p )

for i in node_arr ] )

10 c = mpmath.lu_solve(mat, f )

11 c = vector([mp.mpmath_to_sage(term[0], p) for term in
c.tolist()])
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Algorithm 47 shows the function used to generate the polynomial from the coefficients.

It also calculates the error function. The add() method of the poly class generates the

polynomial from coefficients determined by the solution to the oscillating error system of

equations. The polynomial is added to a data structure which returns the most recently added

polynomial when get_poly() is called. The get_function and get_poly methods return

symbolic representations of the functions, which can be evaluated and differentiated, amongst

a wide range of operations. The resulting error function is also symbolic.

Algorithm 47: poly_from_coeffs()
Output :error_function

1 poly.add(c.list()[:-1])

2 error_function = target.get_function() - poly.get_poly()

The exchange step is split over three separate algorithms here, as the entire function is

lengthy. It is presented in Algorithms 48 to 50. Each of the three parts of the algorithm

calculates the points of extrema of the error function in the n+2 intervals between the roots

and the end-points of the domain. The first and third parts calculate the extrema in [a,r0] and

[rn,b], respectively. If there is no turning-point extremum in either of these regions, the point

at which the absolute value of the error function is maximum is chosen. The second part of

the algorithm finds the extremum in the intervals [r0,r1] to [rn−1,rn], which are guaranteed

to contain turning points.

The algorithm begins in Algorithm 48 by setting the outer limits as a tuple containing

a and b. The variables element_a and element_b are set up throughout the algorithm to

represent the limits of the intervals in which extrema are found. Extrema are obtained by

finding the roots of the derivative of the error function in these intervals. The derivative is

obtained through a lambda calling the mpmath function diff().

In some cases, it may be necessary to add extra precision to the root-finding algorithms.

Lines 7 and 9, and their counterparts in the second and third exchange step algorithms,
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Algorithm 48: exchange_step ( zero_arr )

1 outer_lims = (a,b)

2 new_node_arr = []

3 element_a = outer_lims[0]

4 element_b = node_arr[0]

5 err_deriv = lambda ex: mp. call (mp.diff, err_func_lam, ex )

6 try:
7 mp.mp.prec += EXTRA_PREC

8 root = mp.call (

mp. findroot, err_deriv, (element_a, element_b ),

solver=’ridder’, tol=2**-(p) )

9 mp.mp.prec -= EXTRA_PREC

10 except:
11 val_a =

error_function ( {x: element_a} ).numerical_approx(p)

12 val_b =

error_function( {x: element_b} ) .numerical_approx(p)

13 if (max(abs(val_a), abs(val_b)) == abs(val_a)) then
14 root = element_a

15 else
16 root = element_b

17 new_node_arr.append(root)

address this issue. The findroot() function calculates the roots using a variety of different

algorithms. Its signature is as follows:

mpmath.findroot ( f , x0, solver=Secant, tol=None ).

Here, f is the function on which to find a root, x0 is the starting point, or interval given as a

tuple, solver is the algorithm used to find the roots, with default argument Secant, and tol is

the tolerance, or maximum error in the solution, with default argument None. The remainder
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of Algorithm 48 deals with the case that no roots of the derivative of the error function exist

in the first interval. It evaluates the error function at the two end-points of the interval and

chooses the maximum absolute value, adding it to the new list of nodes.

The algorithm used for the root solver in the try blocks is Ridders’ method [Rid79]. It

is a reliable method for calculating roots when they are contained within an interval. Other

methods relying on passing a single point to findroot() are susceptible to finding roots

even if there are none, so Ridders’ method is ideal for the outer extrema, i.e. in Algorithms 48

and 50 and for first attempts in the intermediate intervals. However, the ability of this method

to find roots when the function varies rapidly, or the interval is small, is decreased. Hence

the need for second attempts at root finding in Algorithm 49.

Algorithm 49: exchange_step ( zero_arr )

18 for node in node_arr[1:] do
19 element_a = element_b

20 element_b = node

21 try:
22 mp.mp.prec += EXTRA_PREC

23 root = mp.call( mp. findroot, err_deriv, (element_a,

element_b ), solver=’ridder’, tol=2**-(p) )

24 mp.mp.prec -= EXTRA_PREC

25 except ValueError as ve:
26 root_arr = __find_mp_roots_by_partition( err_deriv,

element_a, element_b, div=100)

27 for r in root_arr do
28 if (err_deriv(r) <= 2**-p and element_a < r and

element_b > r and r.is_real() ) then
29 root = R(r)

30 break
31 new_node_arr.append(root)

Should the root finding fail, in regions where one definitely exists, the function

find_mp_roots_by_partition(), described in Algorithm 51, is used. The array of possible
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nodes that this will produce is traversed until a value matching the root, to adequate precision,

is found. This root-finding algorithm is the same as was used in Algorithm 45 to find the

roots of the error function, whereas now it is finding the roots of the derivative of the error

function and, hence, the extrema.

Algorithm 50: exchange_step ( zero_arr )

32 element_a = element_b

33 element_b = outer_lims[1]

34 try:
35 mp.mp.prec += EXTRA_PREC

36 root = mp.call( mp.findroot, err_deriv, (element_a,

element_b ), solver=’ridder’, tol=2**-(p) )

37 mp.mp.prec -= EXTRA_PREC

38 except:
39 val_a

= error_function ({x: element_a}).numerical_approx(p)

40 val_b

= error_function({x: element_b} ).numerical_approx(p)

41 if (max(abs(val_a), abs(val_b)) == abs(val_a)) then
42 root = element_a

43 else
44 root = element_b

45 new_node_arr.append(root)

46 return new_node_arr

Algorithm 51 outlines the function find_mp_roots_by_partition(). It is used when

multiple roots need to be found in an interval, or when the function and interval on which to

find roots makes it difficult to do so. The variables a and b in this algorithm are now the end

points of the interval in which to find a root, and no longer anything to do with the endpoints

of the domain over which function approximation is being done. It takes these variables as

parameters, along with the function lambda, func_lam, the number of divisions to partition

the interval into, div, and the precision, prec. The latter two parameters take default values.
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Algorithm 51: find_mp_roots_by_partition (

func_lam, a, b, div=600, prec=p )
Input :
Output :

1 L = []

2 increment = (b−a)/div

3 new_a = a

4 new_b = a + increment

5 while (True) do
6 if (new_b > b) then
7 break
8 try:
9 mp.mp.prec += EXTRA_PREC

10 x0 = mp.call( mp.findroot, func_lam, new_a,

solver=’mnewton’, tol=2**-prec, verify=True )

11 mp.mp.prec -= EXTRA_PREC

12 L.append(x0)

13 except:
14 pass
15 new_a = new_b

16 new_b = new_a + increment

17 return L

The increment is obtained by dividing the width of the interval by the number of divisions

and this is used to create subintervals. The root-finding algorithm used is a modified Newton’s

method which needs a starting value close to the root. The value used as the starting point is

the lower limit of the subinterval and eventually one or more attempts will supply a starting

value close enough to the root to detect it. The roots found are added to an array and,

depending on whether one or multiple roots exist in the entire interval, certain extra steps

must be taken to identify the true root or roots.

For the middle intervals of the exchange step, it suffices to scan through the array and

select a result which is less than the required error under function evaluation at that value.
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This is because, in that case, there is one definite root. However, when there exist multiple

roots, the function shown in Algorithm 52 is used.

Algorithm 52: remove_dups_and_complex ( arr )
Input :
Output :

1 new_arr = []

2 [new_arr.append(x) for x in arr if x not in new_arr]

3 new_arr = [item for item in new_arr if item.is_real()]

4 new_arr.sort()

5 for item1 in new_arr do
6 for item2 in new_arr do
7 if ( (str(item1) == str(item2)) and not(item1 is item2) )

then
8 new_arr.remove(item2 )

9 else if ( (abs(item1 - item2) < 10 * 2**-mp.mp.prec)

and not (item1 is item2) ) then
10 new_arr.remove(item2 )

11 new_arr = average_similar_out(new_arr, 2**-32)

12 return new_arr
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Algorithm 53: average_similar_out (arr, tol )
Input :
Output :

1 counter = 0

2 available = range(len(arr))

3 new_arr = []

4 for i in range(len(arr)) do
5 if (i not in available) then
6 continue
7 to_avg = [arr[i]]

8 available.remove(i)

9 for j in range(i+1, len(arr)) do
10 if ( j not in available) then
11 continue
12 if (abs(arr[i]-arr[ j]) < tol) then
13 to_avg.append(arr[ j])

14 available.remove( j)

15 avg = 0

16 for num in to_avg do
17 avg += num

18 avg /= len(to_avg)

19 new_arr.append(avg)

20 return new_arr
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